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Chancellor Terrence MacTaggart addresses concerns of system reconfiguration at Wednesday's
faculty senate meeting. Board of Trustees chairwoman Sally Vamvakias (right). (Dave Gagne Photo.)
• Faculty senate
Five goals to guide Trustees
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
University of Maine System
Chancellor Terrence J. MacTag-
gart Wednesday outlined the goals
he and the Board of Trustees will
keep in mind when advocating the
system to taxpayers and the new
Legislature.
"When we began to think about
our proposal to the Legislature and
the messages we would be giving
to our fellow citizens, it seemed
sensible to identify a manageable
number of goals, or values, that
made sense to us," MacTaggart
said. "They look pretty ordinary,
but let me suggest to you that im-
bedded in each of them is the choice
not to do something else."
Access through affordable tu-
ition and aid is the first goal Mac-
Taggart listed.
"If we say that we want to stick
with affordable tuition, that means
we have to have an aggressive leg-
islative strategy," MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart said the second
goal is to have academic programs
of substantial quality. He said the
system doesn't want campuses to
have to cut or skimp on academic
programs.
The third goal is to fund re-
search directed toward Maine's
needs. MacTaggart said Maine
needs more employment opportu-
nities.
"It's difficult to get a university
education in this state. A high per-
centage of our citizens don't do it,
and once they do it's difficult to
find a career within this state,"
MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart said research gen-
erates employment opportunities
in Maine. He cited the UMaine as
participating in research connect-
ed to new industry in the state,
which creates jobs.
Providing competitive com-
pensation to UMS employees is
the fourth goal. MacTaggart said
the 2 percent increase in faculty
salaries is part of this competitive
• Cultured concepts
Safety, legal restrictions
hamper bunker's future
By Jessica Lee
Staff Writer
They came to the conference
room at the Purchasing and Facili-
ties Management Building, blue-
prints in hand, ideas overflowing.
They saw a glimpse of all the road-
blocks that lay ahead. They con-
quered.
Well, not quite, but the Bunker
Crew — University of Maine stu-
dents Daniel Mittelstadt, Fabian
Schnunke and Jon Hamann — cer-
tainly got their idea out there.
Ever since May of this year, when
Mittelstadt first stumbled upon the
Civil Defense bunker, the students
had been working toward the meet-
ing, hoping it would be the catalyst
that could turn their idea for a new
student-run music and performing
arts center into reality. The bunker,
which lies about a mile behind
UMaine, has been vacant for years.
Representatives from Facilities
Management, Environmental Safe-
ty and Public Safety, as well as a few
students, attended Wednesday's
meeting to discuss the bunker's pos-
sibilities.
All kinds of issues need to be
compensation, but funding the
increase will have to come from
internal sources.
See SENATE on page 8
• AGS
Bright funding future
aids graduate students
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Provost Judith Bailey
outlined the effects AFFIRM will
have on graduate
students, at Thurs-
day's Association
of Graduate Stu-
dents meeting..
According to
Bailey, AFFIRM' s
reconfiguration of
the university's
seven colleges into
five will potential-
ly create new grad-
uate opportunities.
She said the direc-
tors of the schools
of management
AGS BOT Rep. Mischka Hart-
ley discusses putting a grad-
uate student on the Presi-
dential Search Committee.
(Dave Gagne Photo.)
and public policy and nursing are
discussing combining the two
courses of study to fulfill a new
need in health care.
"One of the opportunities that is
being discussed is to have an MBA
with a nursing concentration so that
you end up as a health practitioner
having a degree in nursing and a
degree in business," Bailey said.
"That is the type of individual that
the health profession is looking for
now as we decen-
tralize health ser-
vices at the major
hospitals. We've
been in conversa-
tion with Eastern
Maine Medical
Center about the
need for this type
of individual."
Among the
changes, the vice
provost for re-
search and public
service, who pre-
sided over gradu-
ate studies, was eliminated and will
be replaced by a vice provost for
research and graduate studies. This
provost will also preside over seven
See AGS on page 4
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Jim Webber of Corbett, Ore. preaches his message to a c owd that eventually numbered 100
students. A debate between Webber and Doug Palmeter, of the Campus Crusade for Christ,
along with many students, broke out. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
addressed before the group's idea
becomes a reality, Jim Treadwell,
assistant director of Facilities Man-
agement, said
The top concern among those in
attendance was safety.
"I've been up to visit the site,"
Treadwell said. He was surprised
and concerned students had been
in the bunker, adding that the
bunker will be, from now on,
posted off-limits.
See BUNKER on page 8
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• Leisurely pursuits
Clinton - from the green to the blue
1 PORT DOUGLAS, Australia (AP) — After dueling 
on the golf course with the Great
White Shark, President Clinton was swimming with the fish Friday at the Great Barrier Reef.
The shark, of course, was Greg Norman, Australian golfing star who treated the
president to an 18-hole "lesson" Thursday.
"He's beating me," Norman shouted to reporters at the sixth hole. "If you believe that,"
Clinton replied, "I've got some land! want to sell you."
Actually, they didn't keep score, White House officials said later, a certain benefit for Clinton
against the No. 1-ranked golfer in the world and holder of 16 PGA titles.
After their match in Sydney, the president flew to this lush tropical beach resort in northern
Australia for a snorkeling excursion and more golf.
The president and his wife, Hillary, planned to take a boat out to the Great Barrier Reef, a
snorkeling paradise and one of the great natural wonders of the world.
Stretching more than 1,200 miles, it is the largest complex of coral reefs and islands in the world,
comprising more than 2,600 individual reefs and some 300 islands.
The president's appearance was intended to lend support to the International Coral Reef
Initiative, founded in 1994 by Australia, the United States and six other governments to promote
the sustainable use of marine resources.
• Whodunit
Fire raises questions;
Chunnel usage down
4 PARIS (AP) — The Chann
el Tunnel opened for
freight service today but passenger trains remained
banned while authorities investigated the cause of the
"Chunnel's" first serious accident in two years of operations.
Arson is being considered as a cause of the fire Monday
night in the 31-mile undersea link between England and
France, which left eight people suffering from smoke inhala-
tion and forced the tunnel's closure.
The French prosecutor, Gerald Lecygne, stressed in a
telephone interview that at the moment "there is nothing to lead
us to believe" that arson was the cause of the blaze but added:
"We are investigating all possibilities, including that the fire
was set intentionally."
Lecygne told The Associated Press a special magistrate had
been named to determine whether the fire was intentional or
accidental.
He played down a report in The Times of London that the
fire may have been linked to angry Eurotunnel workers in
Calais who held a brief strike just before the fire to protest
planned job cuts.
"There was such a strike, but from what we know there was
absolutely no link between that and the fire," he said.
The first freight runs resumed this morning, but only from
Britain and at two an hour, said a Eurotunnel spokeswoman
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Liberated
Alleged spy returning to U.S.
2 SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — A U.S. congressman will 
travel to North
Korea next week to bring home an American who has been held on espionage
charges since August, a South Korean newspaper reported today.
Evan C. Hunziker of Tacoma, Wash., was arrested after crossing into North Korea
from China and charged with being on a spy mission for South Korea. South Korea
and Washington have denied it.
Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M., is expected to arrive in the United States with
Hunziker around Thanksgiving, said the Hankyoreh daily, quoting unidentified
diplomats in Washington. The newspaper is known for its close contact with North
Korea.
Richardson was in Washington, D.C., today. His spokesman, Stu Nagurka, said
nothing has been confirmed yet about the trip.
Even if Richardson travels to North Korea, there is no guarantee he would be able
to bring Hunziker home, Nagurka said, adding that he believed the congressman had
been in touch with North Korean officials.
Earlier this month, North Korea indicated it might free the American for "human-
itarian considerations."
est
• Demonstration
Canadian naval officer
. fasting for justice, crew
3 OTTAWA (AP) — A former sub
marine com-
mander is entering the fourth week of a hunger
strike to protest his court-martial conviction for
physically and verbally abusing his crew.
Lt. Dean Marsaw, who has a wife and daughter, says
he is prepared to die rather than give up his demand for
an independent inquiry into the 1993 military police
investigation that led to his court-martial.
Alarmed at his deteriorating health, Marsaw's sup-
porters this week intensified pressure on his behalf. His
parents staged a sit-in Tuesday at their member of Parlia-
ment's office, and on Wednesday, a psychologist who
has treated Marsaw appealed for federal intervention.
Today, supporters offered $50,000 for information
that would clear Marsaw's name.
"We are all becoming witnesses to a tragedy that puts
a dark stain on the name of Canada, its navy and its
government," Carol Pye, the psychologist, told report-
ers.
Marsaw, 40, is a 17-year veteran of the navy who won
numerous commendations and rose to the rank of lieuten-
ant commander before his demotion at the court-martial
a year ago.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Variable clouds. Highs
in the upper 30s to lower
40s.
Saturday's Outlook
Morning sun with in-
creasing clouds in the after-
noon. Highs in the mid 30s
to lower 40s.
Extended Forecast
Sunday...Fair.
Monday... Chance of snow.
Tuesday...Fair.
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• Food science
UMaine blueberry research may alter foods of the future
By Matt Woodman
Staff Writer
Blueberries are big business in Maine and
researchers at the University of Maine are trying
to find new ways for the industry to use its
product.
Al Bushway, professor of food science,
Mary Ellen Camire, associate professor of food
science and human nutrition, and graduate stu-
dent Huanli Zhang have been developing ways
to prevent blueberries from bleeding into cake
mixes and other products.
"This is one of the biggest complaints from
the industry. What the consumer wants to see is
the berry surrounded by yellow or white cake
batter," Bushway said. "We are trying to use
gums that have been used in the food industry to
put a coating around the berry to prevent the
berry's pigment from leaking out."
Camire and her students are also research-
ing ways to use the estimated 20 percent of the
blueberry crop that is deemed lower quality.
According to Camire, these berries go through
the same amount of processing as other blueber-
ries, but they're often not completely ripe or
they may be discolored. Usually the unused
blueberries are ground into compost, but the
researchers are turning the berries into a low-fat
substitute for oil baked goods recipes.
"We have taken these berries and turned
them into a blueberry puree that we then added to
things like chocolate cake," Camire said. "The
amount of fat was reduced, but consumers say
that it has a limn)/ taste. Ideally, what we are going
to do is add more grade-A berries to the puree."
While synthetic fat substitutes like Olestra
have been introduced to consumers recently,
the blueberry puree Camire has been working
on is more natural and may be used in future
applications. However, the puree doesn't hold
up well under heat, so potato chips and french
fries with low-fat blueberry puree probably
won't be in a store near you anytime soon.
Funding for the blueberry experiments has
come in the form of grants of between $200,000
and $300,000 per year from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The Mine Blueberry Com-
mission has also given money to the research-
ers, along with taxes paid by blueberry growers
to be used toward research for the blueberry
industry, Camire said. Maine accounts for 25
percent of all the blueberries harvested in North
America and generates $100 million in reve-
nues annually.
Camire said research done by the depart-
ment has led to more full-time jobs within the
industry.
"With the newer products being developed,
the industry can employ more people year-
round to produce these products," Camire said.
Bushway agreed and added the research
being undertaken by the department of food
science and human nutrition is valuable to the
industry.
"A lot of the Maine economy has been and
probably will continue to be based on involve-
ment with natural resources and industry seems
to rely on the University of Maine and the faculty
here to provide expertise," Bushway said.
Bushway said that while the department has
spent the last five years working with blueber-
ries, it has also dealt with other Maine food
products, ranging from showing that soft-shelled
lobsters can be successfully frozen to producing
pepperoni made from salmon.
The most noticeable result of the depart-
ment' s research with blueberries to consumers
has been the development of the "blueberry also received valuable experience.
raisin," which is currently being used in prod- "The research has been able to fund gradu-
ucts like "Blueberry Morning" cereal by Post, ate students and allow them to work on their
Camire said. master's degree. It has allowed them to do
While the industry has benefited from the something practical rather than research things
research, Camire said graduate students have in the lab all day," Camire said.
Professor Al Bushway of food science. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
The Maine Campus
Holiday Classified Sale
• Want to wish someone a Merry Christmas?
• Need to sell something to get money to buy
presents?
• Have a Secret Santa that you want to
leave a message for?
Jovir 4ftt ioPr
Beginning December 2 through December 11,
UMaine Students can receive $1.00 off all
classifieds by just showing their MaineCard.
The Maine Campus is located on the 4th Floor of Chadbourne Hall.
For more information, call the advertising department at 1-1273.
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Sex Matters By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D
By Sandra
Caron
Q: How can I
convey to my boy-
friend the impor-
tance of my needs
and wants when he can't understand their
importance to me (i.e. spending time alone
together, romance, foreplay). I have tried
to explain these needs, but to him they are
frivolous, selfish and nagging. How do I
close the gap? Female, senior
A: Someone once said, "Happiness is
not the absence of conflict, but the ability to
cope with it." This person must have been
involved in a relationship at the time. As in
any relationship, there are differences,
which means compromise. While it's im-
possible to change another person, you can
modify things a bit. By talking directly to
your partner, you can try to help him under-
stand you have certain needs and desires.
It's up to him to hear this and respond. To
help him hear your concerns, you'll need to
speak clearly, in the context of "I care
about our relationship" and with specifics.
It also sounds like you would like to know
you're a priority to your partner. If so, tell
him. Sometimes we have to move out of the
"comfort zone" and take risks. If, after
expressing your needs and desires, you still
find no change or consideration for what
you have stated, you'll need to ask yourself
a few things: Does this relationship feel
"balanced?" Do I get enough from this
relationship in other ways to continue in it?
Can I stay in such a one-sided relationship?
How much of myself am I willing to com-
promise? Why am I willing to stay in a
relationship that ignores my desires? Best
wishes.
Q: I have a problem. I think! come to
fast. My girlfriend has never said any-
thing, but I think! do. What should I do?
Male, senior
A: Too fast for what? It used to be
thought that a man came "too fast" if he
came before his partner. Now we know that
most women don't reach orgasm from sim-
ple intercourse. So, too fast for what? Sex
shouldn't include a stopwatch. If your part-
ner hasn't said anything, maybe you should
ask her. She may not agree. However, one
suggestion is you may want to try to expand
your definition of sex — thinking of it as
more than just intercourse. Certainly slow-
ing things down, focusing less on reaching
orgasm and more on the pleasure of giving
will help. For more specific suggestions,
read "The New Male Sexuality" by Dr.
Bernie Zilbergeld (available in paperback
from the bookstore).
Sandra L. Caron is an associate profes-
sor of family relations/human sexuality in
the department of human Development &
Family Studies. She teaches CHF 351: Hu-
man Sexuality in the spring semester - so
don't forget to register now. Questions for
Caron should be sent directly to the Maine
Campus, fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron,1996.
AGS from page 1
research units.
Bailey said she has interviewed the two
finalists for the position and will choose one
by next week.
There has been a drop in graduate enroll-
ment this year at the university, Bailey said.
She said about half of the graduate students
enrolled are part-time and most of those are
teachers pursuing master's or doctorate de-
grees. These demographics, Bailey said, are
directly related to the drop in enrollment.
"This year the public schools are so un-
derfunded that they have asked the teachers
to delay taking a course unless they need it for
recertification," Bailey said. "They don't want
to publicize that, but that has really affected
our head count and our tuition flow."
Bailey said the outcomes of the state
elections have made her optimistic about the
future of funding for the university.
"(The elections) went as well as they
could go, not necessarily by party, but by
individual," Bailey said. "There's probably
not a stronger proponent of education in the
state than Libby Mitchell, the speaker of the
House."
In other AGS news:
AGS President Sean Murphy proposed
forming a joint committee of three graduate
students and five undergraduate students to
choose a student to serve on the search com-
mittee that will choose the university's next
president.
Murphy questioned Sally Vamvaldas,
chairwoman of the board of trustees, at
Wednesday's faculty senate meeting about
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why there will be no graduate student on the
11-member search committee. Murphy felt
graduate students have a distinct perspective
and an undergraduate student wouldn't be a
good representative of that perspective.
Murphy reported back to the AGS about
the inquiry.
"Eleven has appeared to become the mag-
ical number," Murphy said. "Twelve days of
Christmas, 12 angry men, 12 disciples, and
11 is the magic number for the BOT, and they
were unflexible in terms of adding another
student representative."
The AGS unanimously approved propos-
ing the joint committee.
Mischka Hartley, the AGS's representa-
tive to the board of trustees, reported to the
group that the board approved increasing the
number of full-time tuition waivers for grad-
uate students from 3 percent to 6 percent of
the total number of graduate students en-
rolled.
Hartley said that given the increase, the
number of graduate students on this campus
who can receive the waivers will increase
from 241 to 460.
_Your opinion mattersI
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
The last edition of The
Maine Campus before
Thanksgiving Break will be
on Monday, November 25.
The first paper after break
will be on Wednesday,
December 4.
The Maine Campus
wishes everybody a Happy
Thanksgiving!
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• University College
Holiday bazaar in Bangor to raise money for scholarship fund
By Matt Woodman
Staff Writer
College isn't cheap. For many students,
when they're given their diplomas they're
also given a payment book for their stu-
dent loans, which can run into the thou-
sands of dollars. The faculty, professional
and classified staffs at University College
in Bangor are trying to do something to
make it a little easier for some of the
students there.
In an effort to establish a scholarship
fund for the college, the campus will host
its first annual Holiday Bazaar Saturday
• Police blotter
Saturday, Nov. 16:
A burglary occurred in Somerset Hall
between 3 p.m. and 11 p.m. According to
Lt. Stormann, the burglar(s) broke a win-
dow to enter the room. Compact discs and
clothes were reported missing.
A theft occurred in Cumberland Hall
between 2 a.m. and 3 a.m. A cellular
phone valued at $200 was reported miss-
ing.
Three students were referred to Judi-
cial Affairs for breaking ceiling tiles on the
fourth floor of Knox Hall
Monday, Nov. 18:
Machaon Stevens of Somerset Hall was
arrested for unlawful furnishing of a sched-
uled drug and posession of drug parapher-
nalia. Stevens is scheduled to appear in
Bangor District Court Jan. 10.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the College Center
Ballroom on Texas Avenue in Bangor.
"Our goal is to raise $1,000 from this
first event, with most of that money com-
ing from the renting of tables, the selling
of donated goods on our white elephant
tables and a percentage of the profits from
the Pine Tree Cafe (a cafe on campus that
will be open for the event)," said Wayne
Evancheck, computer cluster and network
manager at the college, who, along with
Kate Kevit, coordinator of admissions and
financial aid, is organizing the event.
Evancheck said the bazaar will feature
51 tables that will hold a variety of crafts
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and gifts. While Christmas gifts and dec-
orations will be the staple at many tables,
other goods will range from dried flowers
and hand-crafted creations from driftwood
to NASCAR material and books for chil-
dren. The event will also include enter-
tainment for young and old alike.
"We're going to have a kids corner and
games for kids as well as face-painting,"
Evancheck said. "The Bangor Clown As-
sociation will also be there to help with the
face-painting, make balloon animals and
entertain everyone. The Penobscot Banjo
Company, the Bangor Community Cho-
rus and the Chorus of Maine are all sched-
uled to perform."
A handmade doll house, donated by
Jim Davitt, associate professor of legal
technology at the college, will be raffled.
Evancheck said past doll houses made by
Davitt have been valued at $1,600. Ad-
mission to the bazaar is free and the orga-
nizers are expecting a large crowd.
"We're hoping for a large turnout. We
have been posting flyers all over the area
and we are going to put some signs up at
the major arteries in town to make it easy
for people to find us," Evancheck said.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORF,
AUTHOR SIGNINGS
November 22: Karen McCoster: A Poem A Day, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
December 3: Sandford Phippen:Kitchen Boy, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
December 3: John Gottman: Why Marriages Succeed or Fail,
12:15 - 1:45 p.m.
December 5: Michael White: A Brother's Blood, 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
December 11: Brian Swartz:An American Homecoming, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
December 14: Melissa Sweet: Snowman on Sycamore Street, Bat Jamboree,
Pinky & Rex and others, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
imA
L teh D 110.R) r;Gf P ASA'
tM4I 10 P-11 Min IMO
tilitI hi rtIC an ITAY REA,Em
USW ;ihti Pr-ISOM CHAU i9tnit',
100 Donald P. Corbett
(please note change in location)
6:30p.m. and 9:15pm
$1 w/UMaine Student ID
$3 All Others
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
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• Music
U.S. tour ends in fme fashion for Billy Bragg in Boston
By Mike Reynolds
Staff Writer
Billy Bragg captured some of the fin-
est moments of his career Saturday night
in Boston on the last stop of his 1996 U.S.
tour, with an excellent two-hour perfor-
mance. Bragg's show was moved at the
last minute from the Orpheum to a much
smaller club, the Avalon, because of a
lack of ticket sales and publicity.
Surprisingly, the club was packed with
more people than it could hold, and peo-
ple who were looking for a relaxing place
to sit were out of luck. There were few
seats, and those were reserved for the
friends of the club.
The opening act, Robyn Hitchcock,
who was in the influential band Soft Cell
twenty years ago, was good but unin-
spired. The highlight of Hitchcock's set
was when Bragg joined him on his last
song, which many cheered , maybe be-
cause it was Hitchcock's last tune, and
because of Bragg's brief appearance.
A few minutes later, Bragg returned
to the stage, solo. I wasn't sure what to
expect, but his recent albums are lush
with instrumentation. My hesitation about
the show was gone by the middle of the
first verse of "This Guitar Says Sorry."
His vocals and guitar skills are impres-
sive, more impressive than most of the
singer-songwriters I've seen.
During the first few minutes, Bragg
told of the problem of where he would be
in America on election night. In ponder-
ing possible places, he wittingly decided
the safest place would be Vancouver,
British Columbia.
Bragg kept his intensity alive with
blistering versions of such classics as
"Cindy of a Thousand Lives" and "An
Accident Waiting to Happen." Before
the latter he told the crowd about a 15-
month labor dispute at the Detroit Free
Press and sarcastically dedicated the sto-
ry to scabs of the world.
As the evening progressed, Bragg
showed legendary storytelling as well as
musical abilities. Bragg told stories about
everything from Strom Thurmond' s ac-
ceptance speech to his utter disgust for
baseball.
Bragg never faltered during the
evening and played a solid set of old and
new songs. His newest songs are given a
new dimension on stage. "Brickbat" will
become a future classic, with the passion
he puts into its performance. Bragg was
at his finest when playing his folk clas-
sics, namely "Greetings to the New Bru-
nette" and "Levi Stubbs Tears." Bragg's
solo setup also allowed a beautiful re-
working of "Sexuality," with a slower
acoustic rendition that truly showed his
tremendous voice persevered after more
than a month on the road.
Bragg left and returned to encore with
"Northern Industrial Town," a somber
ballad about the struggle to maintain a
peace in Belfast, Northern Ireland. His
next song, "Sugardaddy," was a testa-
ment to Bragg's talent. I had figured this
song would never be done solo because
of the high vocal range it reaches, usually
requiring a duet. The entire club stood
silent in awe as he sang, and no one
expected anything more.
He returned, playing a revised and
humorous version of "Great Leap For-
ward" and followed with a spirited "There
Billy Bragg is perhaps Britain's finest singer-songwriter today. (Courtesy Photo.)
is Power in a Union." Bragg followed
that with one of his oldest and best-known
songs, ending with "A New England"
After the show, a handful of fans and
reporters hung out and talked as the Ava-
lon quickly transformed itself into a tech-
no dance club. Bragg discussed his ap-
pearance at the Woody Guthrie Tribute
concert and how he had to teach Bruce
Springsteen a verse of a song 15 minutes
before they were to play it on stage. Bragg
said he would be back next year for a
longer tour with his band and possibly try
to play somewhere north of Boston.
• Dance
Queensland Ballet gives musical adaptation of Shakespearean classic
Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
The Queensland Ballet was established
in 1960. It is one of the oldest and most
successful Australian Performing Arts
Companies. Wednesday night it performed
two sets at the Maine Center for the Arts:
The first an interpretation of Jacqui Car-
roll's "Scheherazade," and the second a
unique performance of William Shakes-
peare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
The latter is the one I will concentrate on.
The piece, which is a play within a
play, began with a solo by Puck, the mis-
chievous young fairy, and with a few min-
From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
Top Ten Signs you have a Bad Professor
10) The only tests he gives you are hernia tests.
9) He repeatedly cites old episodes of "Three's Company."
8) He stops class every couple of minutes and asks you, "How do you pronounce this word?"
7) When apologizing for being late for class he keeps mentioning his parole officer.
6) While he dances on the speaker at Geddy' s he keeps asking you if you understood the
required readings.
5) He teaches WO 1(X).
4) Your political science professor keeps hying to explain Mayor McCheese's place in the bi-
cameral legislature.
3) Constantly wears a T-shirt that reads "Don't worry about the quizzes, but be careful of
the testes."
2) He claims his T.A. is Jack Daniels.
1) Your math professor keeps dropping his pants and yelling, "Let's put the 'Log' back in
Logarithms."
By Eric Simonds
utes of daring steps and leaps to a wonder-
ful score by Felix Mendelssohn, the audi-
ence was introduced to the fun-loving,
energetic and curious character.
Enter Titania and Oberon, the king and
queen of the fairies; Oberon shows power
and stubbornness and Titania a love for
nature and regal influence. As Puck danced
around in amazement, the two danced to-
gether at a distance, showing their perfec-
tion as counterparts. The costumes for
these three carefully sculpted characters
were of equal splendor: Oberon in a deep
indigo, Titania in a shimmering navy and
Puck in a playful green. Around the sim-
ple yet elegant set, they danced, conjuring
feelings of magic to match the myth of
fairies.
In another part of the woods, entered
four young lovers, Lysander, Hermia,
Demetrius and Helena. In the play, their
relationships are relatively complicated.
The ballet left out the dramatic details, but
illustrated a crucial aspect: Both Lysander
and Demetrius were in love with Hermia,
casting Helena out. They even gave Hele-
na a pair of "Revenge of the Nerds" glass-
es to give insight to Hermia' s being the
more traditionally beautiful of the two
women. The two men danced circles
around the lovely Hermia while Helena
constantly tried to muscle her way into the
fun. The way they pushed her away con-
veyed the clumsiness but preserved fluid-
ity in the performance.
While Helena and Lysander slept, Puck
came across them and danced up and down
the stage, kicking his heels high in the air.
He had been watching the dysfunctional
love triangle-plus-one drama from afar
and decided he could solve the problem.
He puts a spell on these two that will make
them fall in love with whomever they first
lay their eyes upon when they awake. As
you can imagine, things go awry and the
two men end up being madly in love with
Helena and disgusted with Hermia. Again,
the four unfortunate lovers perform their
ridiculous dance, only this time, Hermia is
the outcast.
Meanwhile, the blue-collar townspeo-
ple are preparing to put on a play for the
king and queen at the wedding of Dem-
etrius and Helena. Nick Bottom, one of
Shakespeare's most colorful characters,
is the over-eager actor, willing and able,
according to himself, to play every role in
the play. The other five members of the
cast, in their 1980s yuppie tennis outfits (a
decent modern interpretation of the char-
See BALLET on page 7
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Kay Gardner
Composer-performer Kay Gardner
will perform improvisations on world
flutes and percussion and original
song and piano works Saturday, Nov.
23 at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian-Univer-
salist Church, 120 Park St., Bangor.
Tickets are $5, children under 12 will
be admitted free. (Courtesy Photo.)
Ballet
• In the theaters
'Star Trek: First Contact' - a dark science fiction drama
(AP) — As part of the national conscious-
ness, "Star Trek" has the advantage of
being recognizable to almost anyone. But as
science-fiction esoterica with legions of nit-
picky fans, it also faces a tough time emerg-
ing from its often insular universe.
What makes a "Star Trek" movie work,
then, is its ability to be the best of both
worlds — good "Star Trek" and good en-
tertainment. The franchise's eighth feature
film, "Star Trek: First Contact," does this
and more.
It's all here — taut adventure, time trav-
el, the most spectacular visual effects of any
"Star Trek" movie and some of the most
terrifying villains in science-fiction history.
And, oh civilization as we know it is at stake.
A vampirish cyborg culture called the
Borg, thwarted by the USS Enterprise in its
attempts to penetrate Earth and absorb its
culture, travels back in time to April 4, 2063
— the date of Earth's first contact with
aliens. The Borg's goal: to absorb Earth's
civilization before it had any capacity to
fight back.
We meet Zefram Cochran (James Crom-
well), the hard-drinking, cynical inventor of
the faster-than-light method of travel known
from page 6
acters), become quite annoyed with Bot-
tom, who wanders off. He is changed into
a beast by Puck as part of an experiment to
see if he can make someone fall in love
with such a ridiculous creature. He suc-
ceeds, only the victim is Titania, the Queen
of the Fairies. Another humorous dance
was the dance between the beastly Bottom
and the delicate and lovely Titania.
The final scene of the piece finds all of
the couples back together at the hilarious-
ly clumsy performance of Pyramis and
Thisbee, a parallel within the play, by
Bottom and the gang.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is a
comedy. It takes the idea of love and
breaks it down into five different parts.
The five parts are the five couples. Lysand-
,
er and Hermia, are the straightforward
"captain of the football team and head
cheerleader" couple. Demetrius and Hel-
ena, are less flashy, more down-to-earth,
Oberon and Titania are the fantasy couple,
and Bottom and Titania are a fluke. Final-
ly, Pyramus and Thisbee are the romantic
Romeo and Juliet-esque couple. Through
these five couples, Shakespeare spins a
web of confusion that reeks of order.
The Queensland Ballet certainly did
Shakespeare justice in their rendition of
his colorful play through spectacular
dance and musical interpretations. Al-
though the company didn't follow the
play line for line, it explore the major
themes, while remaining true to the sym-
metry of the original.
King
plus special guest
COREY HARRIS
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
Friday, November 22 @ 8pm
Tickets at the Bangor Audit ri rn box office and all
Ticketrnaster outlets.
CALL 990-4444 or 775-3331
Pre enteii Cloud 9 and Space Agency Cot rrs & Theatrical's
as "warp drive" ("Scotty, I need warp nine
— now !"), who is living in a post-World War
HI camp in Montana and building a warp-
capable ship in a missile silo. The Borg, led
by their queen (Alice Krige) try to stop his
first warp flight, thus preventing "first con-
tact" by passing Vulcans who notice the trip.
What makes this film above average is
the balance struck between action and char-
acters.
Director Jonathan Fralces, who also plays
Commander William T. Riker, the Enter-
prise's first officer, has — as Leonard Ni-
moy did when he directed earlier films — an
intimate knowledge of the "Star Trek" tra-
dition. Frakes knows instinctively when to
move the story along and when to stop and
delve into a character.
The character he chooses to explore most,
of course, is Capt. Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick
Stewart), who was "assimilated" by the
Borg collective six years ago. Picard was
rescued by his crewmates, but not before he
had been implanted with Borg machinery
and scarred psychologically.
Stewart, a Shakespearean actor who al-
ways has brought an impressive amount of
depth to Picard, shines here as a raw, ragged
man coming unhinged and confusing val-
iant battle with revenge— against the "hive"
that absorbed him.Also enchanting are the
scenes between the Borg queen and Lt.
Commander Data, the android whose most
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
Ullalne's thrice weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
fervent desire is to be human. To turn Data
against his ship, she introduces him to tactile
sensation, binding him to a table, grafting a
piece of skin onto his arm and gently blow-
ing on it in a chillingly sensual scene.
The Borg justify their existence by ab-
sorbing cultures and knowledge, then using
it to absorb some more. In them, we see a
cold, metallic villain very relevant to events
in our world today: a tug between the natural
and the synthetic, between the organic and
the computerized, between the individual
and the "collective."
This is a dark drama — darker, perhaps,
than the late "Star Trek" creator, Gene
Roddenberry, might have liked. In every
other way, this continues his tradition, tem-
pering his utopianism with a gritty reality
and timeless themes that are the very rea-
sons "Star Trek" remains relevant today.
•All Shows - $2.25 •
Featuring
$1 Tuesday - All Shows
Fly Away Home (PG) 12:05, 2:15, 5:25
Jack (PG) 12:15, 2:25, 4:30, 4:30, 7:05, 9:15
Hunchback/Notre Dame (0)12:10, 1:55, 3:40, 5:20
Phenomenon (PG) 12:00 2:20 4:50 7:10, 9:30
Independence Day (PG-13) 12:30, 3:15, 6:40, 9:25
First Wives Club (PG) 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:35
The Long Kiss Goodnight (R) 7:30, 9:50
827-7411 I. H\it 51•
Unix•ersity NIall • Ormi()
FAT FRIDAYS
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • •
AT
FAT-FREE STUFF
AND
FREE FAT STUFF
FAT HAPPY HOUR
EVERY FRIDAY
4pm to 7pm
Free Buffalo Wings
Free Pizza
FAT Margaritas $3.50
FAT "22 oz" Buds & Mich Lights $1.95
FAT Elvis Shots $3.00
15 Mill Street • Orono • 866-4863
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• State news
Proposed natural gas pipeline through Maine gathers support, opposition
AUGUSTA (AP) — Thousands of jobs,
more money pouring into the budgets of doz-
ens of Maine cities, and cleaner, cheaper ener-
gy to boot.
A Boston-based consortium that wants to
build a 729-mile system of natural gas pipe-
lines stretching from Canada to Massachusetts
unveiled a rosy report Thursday predicting
these and other benefits.
But first, the $975 million project needs to
pass the scrutiny of federal and state regula-
tors, as well as win the support of residents
who may not want a 24-inch underground
pipeline next door.
"I suspect there will be some people who
will have some concerns about the pipeline
coming through their communities," said
Charles Colgan, a University of Southern
Maine professor who helped Maritimes &
Northeast Pipeline and a consulting firm pro-
duce the report.
"However, the history of these projects in
other parts of the country, and even in Maine
... show that the environmental impacts over
the long term are pretty minimal from the
pipeline itself," said Colgan, an associate pro-
fessor of public policy and management.
The proposed system would take natural
gas from an offshore field near Sable Island,
Nova Scotia, and distribute it through Canada,
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
The main line would pass through the southern
part of Maine, from Wells to Woodland.
Most of Maine currently uses heating oil
and electricity, although a natural gas pipeline
connects Portland to Lewiston-Auburn.
"We are in support of bringing natural gas
to Maine industries because it helps reduce air
pollution, as long as it can be sited sensitively
and along appropriate routes," said Judy Berk,
a spokeswoman for the Natural Resources
Council of Maine.
Gene Guilford, president of the Maine Oil
Dealers Association, said natural gas was not
all itclaimed to be. Not only does gas cost more
to use than heating oil, he said, but new oil
burners release near-zero levels of smoke.
"No one is going to be able to sell natural
gas in Maine less expensively than you can sell
heating oil. It isn't going to happen," Guilford
said.
A competing proposal also is in the works.
Portland Natural Gas Transmission System is
seeking approval to run a $251 million line
between the U.S.-Canada border near Jay, Vt.,
to Haverhill, Mass.
Senate from page 1
"I may be underestimating the people of
Maine when I say this, but I don't believe
they'll support the 2 percent increase in
compensation," MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart said funding for the increase
will have to come from revenue generated
by increases in enrollment and tuition.
The fifth and last goal is to maintain state
investment in system facilities.
"One could argue, although no one real-
ly has done this so far, that we should not
have been deferring maintenance all along,"
MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart also said each campus in the
system must increase enrollment, partici-
pate in aggressive fundraising, create part-
nerships with employers in the state, create
partnerships with each other and set internal
priorities.
MacTaggart said the he and the trustees
are working to get as many people as possi-
ble involved in supporting UMaine System.
"We're engaging in a pretty aggressive
and hopefully systematic effort to try to
begin involving activist citizens and busi-
ness leaders and ordinary folks into a won-
derful institution and a very important part
of the community," MacTaggart said.
Sally Vamvakias, chairwoman of the
Board of Trustees, informed the faculty about
the search for a replacement for UMaine
President Frederick E. Hutchinson, who will
retire at the end of June.
"Initially we are going to have a pre-
search consultant come in and that individ-
ual will be talking to the appropriate people
regarding the priorities of the university as
well as the desired characteristics of the
your next leader," Vamvakias said.
An 11-member search committee will
include three trustees, three UMaine faculty
members and one each of a professional
staff member, a classified staff member, a
student, an alumnus or alumni and an ad-
ministrator. The committee will pick the
final candidate.
Vamvakias said she expects the committee
will decide on a replacement by early summer.
Bunker from page 1
"The only thing you've got are solid walls,"
Claude Junkins of Facilities Management said.
According to Junkins, heating and plumbing
are nonexistent, exposed wiring is stapled to
the walls, asbestos lines the ceiling and fire
safety violations would need to be looked into.
The idea of students volunteering their
time to fix the bunker comes with its own set
of safety problems.
"Students need to be licensed to do any
heating, plumbing and electrical work," Tread-
well said.
Junkins said, "Facilities will provide you
with a list of what needs to be done." Environ-
mental and Public Safety, he added, would
also have their own lists of issues to deal with.
"I don't want to see this idea put on the back
burner," said Jim Lolar, a member of the
Musicians' Coalition on campus. "That's my
main concern."
For the last two months, the Musicians'
Coalition has been combing the campus to find
a facility that could fill LTMaine's void in
musical culture, coalition member Andy
Howard said.
"Red tape was a problem in the Ram's
Horn. Things are brought up to code and the
codes change," Howard said. He said he doesn't
want the same thing to happen to the bunker.
Other issues included money, or rather,
lack of money, and ideas for fundraising.
"We are all aware that we need a set of
goals and avenues to follow," Mittelstadt said.
Junkins said, "We could easily sink
$250,000 out there and fix it up the way it
should be fixed. I don't think that's really
unrealistic when we look at some of the other
renovation projects."
Mittelstadt, Schramke and Hamann be-
lieve the students would be able to raise the
money needed to complete whatever needs to
be done. They're just waiting for the green
light.
Lolar said, "I would like (for the university)
to see the many steps that it will take to do this
as, not as blockades, but just as work that has to
be done. Rather than have the attitude of 'Look
at all the stuff we have to do — it just can't be
done,' I would like to see, 'Look at all the stuff
we have to do — how long is it going to take?—
"There' s a building that's vacant," Mittel-
stadt said. "And it's been vacant for many
years. We think it could be used for something
productive instead of just sitting there."
The next step for the group is to complete
a formal proposal to submit to the UMaine
1:)*
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system board of trustees.
Any questions, comments or recommen-
dations can be e-mailed to the group at
bunker @ sparc2.umeres.maine.edu.
Assistant Director of Facilities Management Jim Treadwell explains to students
the many high-cost improvements that would be required to convert the Civil
Defense Bunker to a student entertainment space. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
The Maine Campus
advertising department will be
closed Tuesday, November 26
through Friday, November 29.
The department will be open at
9:00 a.m. on December 4.
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Commentaries
The Morality of Animal Testing
Jeff Tuttle
The popular concept of human superiority over all
others in the animal kingdom may have some biological
and technological validity, if you listen to the scientists.
But in our infinite arrogance we have condemned many
of those we consider inferior to lives of servitude and
suffering — all in the name of human progress.
Animal rights activists have been largely unsuccessful
in their attempt to convince the American public that the
animals we eat, and upon whom we conduct biomedical
experiments, are worthy of our mercy. This should come
as no surprise in a nation known for its exclusiveness and
unwillingness to face a sometimes brutal reality.
According to Rutgers Animal Rights Law Center,
more than 8 billion animals are consumed for food every
year in the United States alone. More than 100 million
animals are used for experiments, and millions more are
used for entertainment in rodeos, circuses, zoos and mov-
ies. The numbers are staggering and animal rights activ-
ists, an often disparaged group, have good reason to be
concerned for the welfare of these living, breathing, think-
ing entities.
Citizens of the United States must address these con-
cerns and decide whether animals have a fundamental
right to exist outside the institution of slavery. We have to
decide whether animals have their own destinies and
whether humans should be in the powerful position of
determining their fate and denying them the basic right to
life.
Researchers who use animals in their experiments will
argue that the conditions in which these animals are kept
are usually better than that of the typical house pet. Their
cages are cleaner and their diet is healthier. This may be
true, and it may be true that many researchers genuinely
care for the animals they study. Their attachment to these
animals, however, does not justify their ability to inflict
pain and ultimately decide their fate.
Those who justify this animal exploitation will point to
the need for advancement in the field of medicine. They
will say these animals are vital to their research efforts and
vital to the survival of the human race. Despite their
current adherence to this inhumane practice, researchers
must move forward in their efforts to utilize cell and tissue
cultures in their efforts and discontinue the use of live
animals. In a medical profession known for its progres-
sive methods and intelligent practitioners, abandoning
this arcane practice should be within reach.
To justify the use of animals in medical research, a
clear distinction must be drawn between humans and
other members of the animal kingdom. That distinction
has not been sufficiently drawn. In fact, animals are
chosen for this brand of research solely because of their
similarity to humans.
Many mammals used for research purposes have been
shown to possess complex mental faculties, and although
dogs, cats and monkeys make up only three percent of the
animals used for biomedical research, the reasons for
using animals solely to benefit the human race are flawed
and rooted in arrogance, ignorance and a basic disregard
for life.
(Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism major and the editor-
in-chief of The Maine Campus.)
Kathryn Ritchie
Imagine being locked in a wire cage against
your will, unable to stretch your legs and being
attended to only when a scientist wants to inject
you with experimental chemicals or run you
through a maze. Unfortunately, this nightmare is
a reality for millions of experimental lab animals.
It seems so cruel. The harshness of the testing
comes from the fact that these animals never get
love or companionship. They are born to die a
tortuous death, devoid of any positive experienc-
es. They are at the mercy of science, used for a
variety of experiments, from testing new cosmet-
ics to trying to find a cure for AIDS. The latter
seems like a noble cause to die for, but the crea-
tures cowering in the corners of their steel cages
probably don't think so.
The testing for cosmetics is pure evil. Little
bunnies shouldn't be poked in the eyes with mas-
cara until they bleed in the name of fashion. And
yet, about 14 million animals die each year be-
cause of cosmetics testing.
Dooming thousands of animals to a certain death
while finding the cure for mankind's diseases
seems very much like playing God. Perhaps it
would be better if these animals were played with
or exercised, but it's hard to picture scientists
racing against time to find a cure for AIDS pick-
ing up a cat and letting it snuggle on his or her
lap.
A recent study shows that people feel more
strongly against experiments done on cute ani-
mals (cats, monkeys and rabbits) than those done
on ugly ones (pigs, frogs and rats). That survey
just reflects society's demented obsession with
beauty; if they're ugly, they deserve to die.
It could be argued these same pigs could be
slaughtered for bacon, or that these same cats
could be euthenized in an animal shelter if they
aren't adopted in time. But it seems more tortur-
ous to prolong their death with needles and tests.
The issue of animal testing brings into light the
larger issue of animal rights. How much freedom
are our furry friends entitled to? The Animal Wel-
fare Act currently requires scientists about to use
vertebrate animals in experiments to consider other
options first. A plethora of centers are currently
searching for alternatives for these scientists (one
may be computer simulation).
Any doubts to the inhumane procedures that
occur during testing can easily be put to rest after
a cruise through the Internet, which contains sev-
eral graphically disturbing pictures of animals in
pain.
With all the technological advances as of late-
ly, we should really be above the need to domi-
nate and torture the animal kingdom. Other ways
to experiment are out there for those humane re-
searchers to use.
(Kathryn Ritchie is a junior journalism ma-
jor and the assistant city editor of The Maine
Campus.)
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• Editorial
Marketplace of ideas
"Let the truth and falsehood grapple;
whoever knew truth to be worse in a free and open encounter
... Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose
to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field,
we do injuriously by licensing and prohibiting,
to misdoubt her strength."
— John Milton
T
he free expression of ideas is the foundation of a just society;
and the opinion pages of The Maine Campus exist to provide a
forum for students to express their ideas and facilitate a mean-
ingful dialogue. We at the Campus encourage readers to use them often
and wisely.
While the ideas presented in recent columns appearing in the Cam-
pus have angered some, we feel their expression was justified in this
free forum, and the merit of the views expressed within these columns
should be weighed by readers. If all ideas are presented to the public,
individuals are then able to choose which ideas most closely resemble
their beliefs and reject those that do not. Without this process, there can
be no meaningful discussion.
Historically, the opinion pages of a newspaper have given the public
a voice and the opportunity to express their views in a truly public
forum. Whether it be outrage or praise, we consider each opinion
valuable and a welcome contribution to the marketplace of ideas, a
concept for which esteemed philosophers, politicians and journalists
have much respect.
Disagreeable columns can and will emerge in future issues, but they
will never be designed to gauge reader response. They will always
represent the sincere opinions of the writer, who, in turn, will depend
on the reader to judge the content. Education is just as much an integral
function of the paper as the reporting of news.
The Maine Campus makes no apologies for its editorial content. We
portray no one opinion as an absolute truth. That decision lies with
every individual reader, who must insist on being exposed to all view-
points. This level of exposure is designed to broaden the student per-
spective and prepare students for an increasingly complex society,
defined by its ideological variance.
In the tradition of Milton's marketplace of ideas, The Maine Campus
editorial policy will not be altered. This philosophy will continue to
ensure that all voices are heard, whether they be controversial or
popular. Readers should expect nothing less and take full advantage of
the opportunity to disseminate their beliefs.
The Maine Campus
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• Letters to the Editor
• Amazed at ignorance
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
Jeff Tuttle's Nov. 18 column,
"Soldiers of misfortune." I am
amazed at how ignorantly he is
able to place the blame of re-
cent military sex scandals sole-
ly on the military itself and its
"simple military mindset." He
states that "the military's cur-
rent troubles are rooted in the
ignorance of its less enlightened
personnel and their reluctance
to accept the rightful presence
of women in its traditionally
bloodthirsty, male-dominated
institution." He also states that
"rage, intimidation and domi-
nance" are traits that are ad-
mired and encouraged in the
"entrenched military arena." I
think he forgot another arena
in which these traits are ad-
mired and encouraged. What
about today's American soci-
ety? Aren't these the traits that
make American men respected
in our society? It seems to me
he is implying that the military
mindset is to blame for these
sex scandals. I believe it is
American society to blame.
Who raised these blood thirsty
men? Who taught these men
traits that lead to rapists and
murderers? How are men who
rape in the Army different from
the man who attacked the wom-
an in this area recently? I don't
believe that every man who
rapes or harasses women or
men, or who cannot "grasp the
severity of the charges" are "un-
doubtedly the result of military
programming" like Mr. Tuttle
would like to believe. How ab-
surd! These men are the prod-
ucts of our society. If our soci-
ety cannot respect women, how
can we expect military person-
nel, made up of our very own
home-town boys, to respect us?
I would like to address an-
other ridiculous statement
from this editorial. Mr. Tuttle
writes that the type of soldier
who succeeds in a military en-
vironment is one who is "un-
educated and animalistic."
This is wrong. I am a female
in the Army ROTC program
here on campus. I am about to
be commissioned as an officer
in the United States Army and
I can tell you that I will be
proud to serve with any of my
male counterparts in the pro-
gram that are also future sol-
diers. They are not animalistic
and they are not uneducated, yet
I know that most of them will
succeed in the military environ-
ment, regardless of the traits that
Mr. Tuttle believes necessary
to do so.
We have to remember that
the institution that Mr. Tuttle
criticizes so harshly is made up
of regular American citizens.
They are not from a society that
possesses different values from
us. They are our brothers,
friends, uncles and fathers. They
are like you, Mr. Tuttle. They
were raised in the same igno-
rance. It is not a "new breed of
soldiers who can retain their
identity, value the contribution
of women to society and adhere
to the moral code" they protect,
that is needed to change the sim-
ple military mindset. What we
need is a new breed of Ameri-
cans can do this. If our society
offered men who could do this
before they joined the service,
then I don't think the military
or the American society would
have such problems with rape
and harassment.
Melissa A. Boucher
Old Town
• A little respect
To the Editor:
It comes as no surprise to
me that the editor-in-chief of
The Maine Campus has resort-
ed to fantastic claims about our
"ruthless fighting machine," the
U.S. military. The preposterous
accusations come from a news-
paper that didn't even allow one
word of coverage to veterans
on Veteran's Day and donated
one column on Page 5 to an AP
article on honoring our veterans
in the following issue. It seems
that "Saint" Tuttle has already
jumped on the anti-military
bandwagon, and he hasn't even
graduated to a full-time jour-
nalist yet. It seems as though he
has the facts slightly confused.
I was in the Army for five years
and I don't recall any "stunted
intellects" or "uneducated and
animalistic soldiers." "Saint"
Tuttle also made reference to
the fact soldiers losing their
identity made them resort to acts
of regression and violence.
Speaking from experience (not
from watching Dan Rather or
reading The Boston Globe), the
fact of the matter is those sol-
diers who won't give up their
identity are the ones who act
inappropriately. And, believe it
or not, the military has a much
higher moral standard for its sol-
diers. For example, adultery is a
punishable offense under the
UCMJ (show me a civilian em-
ployer who does this).
Another thing that bothers
me is the fact that the military is
talked about with negative con-
notations by students and facul-
ty alike on an almost daily basis
on campus. Who does every-
one think the U.S. military is,
some alien power wanting to
overthrow everything which is
good? I'll tell you who we are.
We're your sons, daughters, fa-
thers, mothers, brothers and sis-
ters. We're normal, everyday
people. And I personally know
several of these fine young men
who have been smeared on
dropzones, had their faces half-
blown off, gotten shot by AK-
47 (and had their bodies shown
off like trophies by Somalians),
to list a few. I will not stand idly
by and allow for such feces to be
spewed forth from the mouths of
such "educated" people. Let's
not get politics confused with
our veterans.
I'll end quoting the Army
Field Manual on leadership
(FM 22-100): "For a few mo-
ments, the fate of an Army and
a nation rested on the shoul-
ders of 358 farmers, woods-
man and fisherman from
Maine. They were led by a
colonel who was a seminary
graduate and who had been a
professor of languages less than
a year before the battle."
For those of you who don't
know the impact the 20th Maine
had on the outcome of the Civil
War, it was quite inspiring. Let's
start giving respect where re-
spect is due. Let's start showing
our veterans some hard-earned
and long
-overdue respect.
B. Drew
Bangor
The Maine Campus
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For the University of Maine Black Bear men's
basketball team Ramone Jones, Terry Hunt,
John Gordon and Allen Ledbetter are:
The Big Four
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
It takes five players to make a basketball
team. Most people will tell you it takes six,
seven or maybe even eight to be a successful
basketball team.
Well, John Giannini knows entering the
1996-97 season- his first as the University of
Maine men's basketball coach- that he has
four very good players, and will rely on
them to make his team a winner.
"We have four players who are going to play
as much as physically possible," Giannini said.
"They are the only ones who are ready to com-
pete against the best teams on our schedule, night
in and night out."
Those fourplayers are seniors Ramone Jones
and Terry Hunt and sophomores John Gordon
and Allen Ledbetter. Jones, Gordon and Ledbet-
ter played instrumental roles in Maine's 15-13
season last year that included a third-place finish
in the North Atlantic Conference (now called
America Fast.) Hunt returns to the Black Bears
after sitting out last season with a broken leg.
Giannini continually states that what he
calls his "core group" will make the differ-
ence for the Black Bear this season. "Those
four I flat out told them they have to carry
us night in an night out," Giannini says.
"I'm optimistic that we can win a lot of
games, but I'm realistic that our talent level
is such that our top four are the only ones
who are ready to be consistent outstanding
college level players."
In order to fill the role they need to, the core
fourwill have to play close to 40 minutes a game.
Thus far in the preseason they have averaged
about 37 minutes. This could be the major
problem as none of the four has averaged more
than 28 minutes a game at any time in his career.
Jones is the only player who started every game
last year, averaging 29 minutes a game.
"The way we run our practices, we'll be
ready," Jones says.
"No," Hunt said when asked if he was
concerned about physical breakdown, "be-
cause the preseason conditioning we went
through really got our cardiovascular up.
As long as we can stay healthy we shouldn't
have any problems at all."
Playing with little depth is nothing new to the
Black Bears, but it is new to Giannini. I -ast year,
as head coach of Division III champion Rowan
College, Giannini had enough depth to run the
ball. His teams averaged about 90 points a game.
Winter Sports Preview
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Ramone Jones is one of four Black Bears head coach John Giannini calls his core
four and will be expected play extensive minutesthis year. (Lachowski File Photo.)
Twice his team scored 130 points. In order to
score that many points, you must have a deep
bench- something Maine isn't accustomed to.
"We do not have the talent to play the way my
teams have in the past," Giannini says. 'The best
way for this team to play is to make sure that our
best players are on the floor as much as possible
and that we are more disciplined than some of the
teams we will play with more talent and depth."
Much of the reason for the Black Bears
unexpected success last year was depth. They
had six players who averaged more than 27
minutes a game in conference play. Three of
those six, Greg Logan, Casey Arena and Matt
Moore, have graduated, leaving Jones, Ledbet-
ter and Gordon as the only member of the 96-97
team who played significant minutes.
In the past, the lack of depth affected
Maine and often the Black Bears would
falter at the end of games. Last years team
didn't. They showed that early on when in
its third game of the season, it watched
See THE BIG FOUR on page A-3
*Women's basketball
Black Bears look to make run at third straight title
Blodgett, Porrini must lead young Maine team
Junior
straight America East title. (Geyerhahn File Photo.)
guard Cindy Blodgett will be looked upon to lead Maine to a third-
By Josh Nason
Sports Writer
While junior superstar Cindy Blodgett' s
success is a given going into the 1996-97
season, there are a lot of things for head
coach Joanne Palombo-McCallie' steam that
aren't. The play of captains Stacey Porrini
and Sandy Carver, a mostly underclassmen
team, and how they handle their non-confer-
ence schedule will answer a lot of questions
from fans that want to see the team advance
past the first round in the NCAA tourney.
The Bears are looking to win a third
consecutive America East Conference (for-
merly the North Atlantic Conference) tit'e,
and third consecutive NCAA tourney berth.
Last year's record of 27-5, which included
an 18-0 conference record, was the best in
the program's 21 years.
In non-conference play, the Black Bears
went 6-5 with wins over Santa Clara, UNC-
Charlotte, Villanova and UMass. However,
their losses to national powers Ohio State,
Alabama, George Washington, and USC
were by an average of 28 points, with a low
of four to Santa Clara.
The preseason America East poll e-
leased last week had Maine once again ranked
No. 1 for the third year in a row. The top four
spots (Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Hartford) are exactly the same as last year.
After winning all of their conference games
last year by an average of 26.3 points, the
same results are expected of the Black
Bears this year. Palombo is not concerned
with the relative lack of competition, and
how it will affect the team's play against the
stronger opponents it will face.
"My theory is you really need to per-
form regardless of anyone you're playing
and perform at the highest level," Palombo
said. "We were challenged a great deal last
year, and on many occasions we rose to the
occasion. We are the target, and I think that
is the best role for us to be in because we are
assured of getting everybody's best game."
Playing at a high level will be essential
as the Black Bears will play arguably their
toughest non-conference schedule in years.
They head into action this weekend with
two big games on the road against George
Washington, which bounced Maine from
the NCAA tourney last year 83-67, and
James Madison University. Later in the
season they face Western Kentucky Uni-
versity, and at the Big Four Classic in
Greensboro, NC, take on both Wake Forest
and North Carolina.
Maine returns eight players, led by
captains Blodgett, Porrini and Carver.
Blodgett was a District I Kodak All-
American and led the nation in scoring
with 27.8 points per games. She needs
See WOMEN'S HOOPS on page A-4
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Ice hockey
Black Bears fight obstacles, struggle early
Black Bear Shawn Wansborough is a leader a young Maine team that has
stuggled early and is off to its worst start in ever in Hockey East. (Page File Photo.)
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
After being placed on probation by the
NCAA nearly five months ago, the University
of Maine hockey team knew it was engaging in
a battle so many fear they will lose.
However, the on ice the story is almost the
same, as the Black Bears are off to their worst
start ever in Hockey East play.
"I'm happy with the way team has played,"
interim head coach Greg Cronin said. "How-
ever, I am not happy with our record."
Maine is off to a 4-4-1 start, but only two of
those wins have come against Division loppo-
nents. Although the team is struggling the
quality of the teams it has faced is far from
average.
"Five out of our nine games have come
against nationally ranked teams," Cronin said.
"We've gone up against Michigan, Lake Su-
perior St., Colgate, and UNH."
The Bears opened the season with a loss
against the defending national champions in
Michigan, but then followed with an impres-
sive victory against Lake Superior State.
Although Maine rests in last place in Hock-
ey East with an 0-3-1 league record, the statis-
tics show they should have much more than
four wins thus far into the season.
The Black Bears have outscored their op-
ponents 36-31 this year and are averaging four
goals per game. Maine also has a .796 penalty
killing average, and has outscored its oppo-
nents 16-10 on the power play.
Freshman forward Jason Price acknowl-
edged the support for the team isn't at an all-
time high, but the team is working harder
than ever.
"We're hearing that," said Price. "I
think everyone has put us down, but
we're going to be fine. We're better than
every team we've played except Michi-
gan."
Freshman goaltender Alfie Michaud
also reflect on the tough start for the
Black Bears, things should be turning
around shortly, he said.
"Luck is not on our side," Michaud
said. "We're all working hard but we're
just not getting the breaks."
Michaud has compiled 3.44 goals
against average in his first season in
collegiate hockey. He has started all nine
games for the Bears this season.
On the ice this year, Maine is led
offensively by forwards Steve Kariya,
Shawn Wansborough, Bobby Stewart
and Dan Shermerhorn.
Kariya leads the team in goals with
five, while Wansborough leads the team
in total points. Cronin believes that at
this point in the season no one is off to a
career breaking start, but he is impressed
with the play of his teams.
"We haven't been scoring enough
goals,"Cronin said. "Steve (Kariya) has
played well and Shawn Wansborough
has about to come into his own, but if you
look at the stats we don't have any stand-
outs."
There is no secret Maine won't pro-
duce any Hobey Baker candidates this
year, but instead will have a much more
See HOCKEY on page A-4
Black Bear Athletics
Student Ticket Distribution Schedule
HOCKEY
Jan. 17 vs. Providence
Jan. 18 vs. Providence
Jan. 31 vs. Boston College
Feb. 2 vs. Merrimack
Feb. 18 vs. New Hampshire
Feb. 21 vs. Boston University
Feb. 22 vs. Boston University
March 1 vs. UMass-Amherst
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Jan. 24 vs. Drexel
Jan. 26 vs. Hofstra
Feb. 9 vs. New Hampshire
Feb. 13 vs. Delaware
Feb. 15 vs. Towson St.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Memorial Union
9-1 I am & 1 -3pm 
Monday, December 2
Alfond Arena Ticket Office
_13130am-4pm 
Tuesday, December 3
Monday, January 27 Tuesday, January 28
Monday, February 10
Monday, December 2
Monday, January 27
Tuesday, February 11
Tuesday, December 3
Tuesday, January 28
No ticket pick-up necessary, just present Student ID and Sports Pass for entrance into games
***If you miss your distribution date for Hockey and Women's Basketball,
Tickets remaining will be available at the game***
•For more info on Tickets and Sports Passes, Visit The Alfond Ticket Office or Call 581-BEAR.
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The Big Four from page A-1
Allen Ledbetter (Gagne File Photo.)
Boston University come from 12 points
down with less than five minutes remaining
to take a one-point lead with 10 seconds
remaining. But Maine had enough left to
pull out a 62-60 win as Gordon hit a three
with seven seconds left.
Flashback two years, and you see a team
with depth much like this year's team: It didn't
have much. Former Black Bear coach Rudy
Keeling had Arena, Ken Barnes, Moore and
Jones as his only players who played a lot of
minutes. Hunt and Logan missed a large portion
of the first half of the year and Chris Collins saw
limited action due to an ankle injury.
Now Giannini has his own depth problems to
worry about. Angelo Thomas, Rashaan Thomp-
son and Don Long are the only other upperclass-
men on Maine's roster, with freshman Dade
Faison, Corey Thibodeau, Josh Nash and Bryan
James contending for minutes as well. Outside
his core group not one of Giannini's player has
averaged more than seven minutes a game. To
make matters worse, Nash and Thibodeau have
been limited because of injuries and asthma
respectively.
"After that core group, there is very little
experience," Giannini says. "As a coach I
would like a bit more depth and talent. There
is no question we need several of our other
players to play significant roles."
Long will probably be the other starter at
center, with Thomas, a big man (6'10") with a
sweet touch, also seeing plenty of minutes. Fin-
son has impressed both coaches and veterans
with his play at the point and should help ease the
load on Gordon as well as Hunt and Jones.
Gordon, Jones and Faison will more than likely
make up a three guard rotation. When Jones and
Gordon are in together they will switch between
the two guard positions. Faison and Gordon
shouldn't see too much time on the court togeth-
Were you
new neigillsor
and we want
your computer
We're Computer Renaissance.
The new store with the used
computer equipment. Eduipment
that we buy, sell and trade.
Equipment that we recondition
to work Iike new so when you buy
a used computer from us you're
buying one that works as well as
zne first day it was turned on. for
a lot less money, This isn't just a
neat idea. It s a neat store.
;ZENAiSSA.
Opening by November 26
11 Bangor Mall Blvd.•Bangor, ME 04401
*42-9. 05
We buy, sell, trade used and new
computer equipment
er, because of their size, 5'10 and 5'11 respec-
tively, but if they do Gordon will play the two
guard.
"I'm sure Dade Faison and John Gordon
will play together at times, but most of the
time we'll only play one of the two point
guards," Giannini says.
The core four realize how important it
will be for players other than themselves to
step up.
"We have the core group and if the role
players can step up and play roles, we should
be able to be very successful," Hunt says.
"Everyone's been working hard and
playing hard," adds Jones. "I think what
will happen is, due to who's playing well
and who's been doing well in practice-
they'll get in. Everyone brings in something
different. That's a good thing for Coach, he
can put different people and get different
things."
Ramone Jones, Terry Hunt, John
Gordon and Allen Ledbetter wll
be under a lot of pressure, and each of them
has proven they are capable of getting the
job done.
As a freshman, Gordon stepped up as a
leader of the Black Bears in his first game.
Fresno State was the team and Jerry Tarkanian
was the coach. Gordon wasn't intimidated by
the 9,000 some Bulldog fans and drained 11
points. It was just the start of things to come as
Gordon finished the season as a member of the
NAC All-Rookie team and the Black Bears
leading scorer, averaging 13.2 points a game.
Gordon is excited about the pressure situation
ahead of him.
"I like that kind of challenge," Gordon
says.
Ledbetter, also a freshman last year, aver-
aged 7.4 rebounds a game, alongside Logan NAN)
averaged 10.7 rebounds a game. Ledbetter has
put on 15-20 pounds this year, which should
make him more effective in the paint.
Ledbetter gave the Black Bears a scare
this summer when he complained of heart
palpitations. After a number of test, the
sophomore was cleared to play. With that,
the Black Bears breathed a huge sigh of
relief.
"(His heart) was a great scare," Giannini
said, "because if we should lose one °four core
group I think we can win some games in that
situation but over the long haul there is no way
we can win at nearly at the same level."
Jones brings a defensive staple to the
Black Bears. He has proven over the last
three years he can shoot down the best
athletes in America, holding Vermont's
Eddie Benton, the nation's fourth leading
scorer last year, to just two points in the
teams first match up last year.
The most intriguing and possibly most
important of the four will be Hunt. Injury
prone in his five years at Maine, Hunt will be
asked to carry the bulk of the load offensively.
In the past, Hunt has proven he is capable,
averaging 18.8 points over the last five games
of the 1994-95 season, which included out-
bursts of 26 and 20 points versus New Hamp-
shire and Hofstra respectively. Hunt is a
slashing, athletic guard, who has the potential
to average 20 points a game.
Lack of depth is something no team likes
to be faced with. It makes teams adjust. It
makes your top players log big time min-
utes, which is can be both physically and
mentally exhausting. But it also keeps a
teams best players on the floor for the major-
ity of the game. The Black Bears are count-
ing on this to lead them to greener pastures
in March- i.e. the NCAA tournament.
Good luck to UMaiine's
winter sports teams!
Come celebrate your victory
with us!
Takeout available!
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Women's hoops from page A-1
914 points to break the school and the
America East all-time scoring mark.
The Clinton native is also an All-Amer-
ica candidate, a preseason candidate
for the Naismith Award, and an Amer-
ica East All-Conference selection. She
said that the intensity is still there to
get back to the NCAA's, and may be
even more so than in past years because
of all the new faces on the team.
Porrini begins her senior year com-
ing off an impressive junior campaign
when she averaged a double-double
(12.3 ppg and 10.3 rebounds per game)
Ice hockey from page A-2
rounded team. A similar situation to 1995
when the Bears went to he NCAA Cham-
pionship game against Boston Universi-
ty.
Forward Price compares this years team
to that of the Florida Panthers in the NHL
"We don't have to worry about any
superstars on this team," Price said.
"You look at the Florida Panthers-they
don't have any superstars either, but
they'll be back in the NHL Finals."
Although it is a bold prediction from
Price, just how far can these Bears go? Or
rather, how far will the NCAA let them go?
"Everyones excited and roaring to go,"
Price said. "We're a young team, but we'll
be o.k."
The Bears will entertain UMass-Lowell
his weekend in a pair of critical games for
the team. The following weekend Maine
will travel to Burlington, Vt. where it will
look to defend their Governor's Cup crown
they captured last year.
As Maine prepares for its final
stretch run in debating with the NCAA,
its also looking to turn things around
in the league.
With the presence of a young team,
coupled with some key injuries, Maine is
still looking for the right combinations with
the right players.
With many players still making the
slow transition to college hockey, it is
just a matter of time before everything
should come together.
"I'm adjusting to college hockey,"
Michaud said. "I'm not where I want
to be, but it will come. We're working
as hard as we can, but it just takes a
little time."
and set a conference mark for blocks
in a season with 64. The 6'4" center
was named to the NAC All-Tourney
team in 1995-96, and is also a member
of the preseason America East All-
Conference squad. She will be count-
ed on to help bring along 6'7" fresh-
man center Jessie Bruyere, the tallest
player in America East this season.
Carver played in every game last
year, becoming a starter after the first
four. The 5'9" guard averaged 4.5
points and 3.3 rebounds a game last
season. She is looking forward to a
squad of mostly new faces, and things
the schedule this year will be more
challenging than in years past.
The rest of the returning players will
need to contribute more than they have
in the past. Senior forward Kelly Stubbs
and sophomores Klara Danes, Andrea
Clark, Kelly Bowman and Gabrielle De-
Shong combined for only 1.3 ppg and
1.2 rpg last season, and will need to
help pick up the offense and defensive
intensity left behind by the graduation
of Steph Guidi (8.3 ppg, 3.7 rpg), Cathe-
rine Gallant (7.1 ppg, 5.8 rpg), Stacia
Rustad (5.7 ppg, 2.4 rpg), as well as
Trisha Ripton (7.7 ppg, 3.5 rpg), who
had ankle surgery and decided not to
return to the team this season. Blodgett
doesn't want to look at the losses as
negative.
"Every team loses quality players to grad-
uation," Blodgett says. "It may be two or
three players that pick up the slack left behind
by one player. The seniors were great, but we
don't have them now, so we have to move
on.
The freshmen coming in have impres-
sive credentials and may be the best recruit-
ing class Palombo has had since she's been
here. 6 foot 4 inch forward Jamie Cassidy
has made her presence felt in exhibition
games thus far, scoring 22 points and 10
rebounds against the Czech Republic, fol-
lowing up with a 10 point, eight rebound
performance against the Southern District
Spartans of Australia. Amy Vachon started
the Czech game at guard and played well, as
did Kristen McCormick and Katie Clark.
And reports from Bear practices have Bruy-
ere coming along very well.
"They all work very hard and seem
eager to learn," Blodgett said. "When you
say something to them, generally you don't
get dirty looks or anything like that.They
are definitely on the same page, and want
to win."
1996-97 University of Maine Winter Sports Schedule
Women's Basketball
Nov. 22 @ George Washington TBA
Nov. 24 @ J.M.U. 2:00 p.m.
Nov. 29 Dead River Classic
Brown, Oklahoma State, Loyola (Mary-
land)
Nov. 30 Dead River Classic
Consolation and Championship Game
Dec. 5 @ Hofstra 7:00 p.m.
Dec. 7 @ Drexel 1:00 p.m.
Dec. 14 @ Western Kentucky 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 22 Rhode Island 1:00 p.m. (Port-
land)
Dec. 28 @ Big Four Classic 
Maine, North Carolina, Wake Forest,
Greensboro
Jan. 2 Northeastern 7:30 p.m.
Jan, 4 Boston Universtiy 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 7 Hartford 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 11 @ UNH 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 16 @ Towson State 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 18 @ Delaware 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 21 Vermont 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 24 Drexel 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 30 Hofstra
Feb. 1 @ Vermont 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 9 New Hampshire 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 13 Delaware 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 15 Towson State 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 21 @ Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 23 @ Northeastern TBA
Ice Hockey
Nov. 22 UMass-Lowell 7:00 p.m.
Nov. 23 UMass-Lowell 7:00 p.m.
Governor's Cup Hockey Classic @
Burlington, VT
Nov. 29 UMass-Lowell 5:00 p.m.
Nov. 30 Consolation Game 4:00 p.m.
Championship Game 7:00 p.m.
Dec. 6 @ Boston College 7:00 p.m.
Dec. 7 @ Boston College 7:00 p.m.
JC Penney Hockey Classic
Dec. 20 Dalhousie University 8:00
p.m.
763 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town • 827-0082
Stop by for a Combo Meal
or this month's special
Nir=.) 1It L1
Feed four for only 15.99
KFC wishes Good Luck
to UM winter sports teams
Monday thni Friday
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
827-8249
Dec. 21 Consolation Game 4:00 p.m.
Championship Game 7:00 p.m.
Denver Cup @ Denver, CO
Dec. 27 Air Force 4:00 p.m.
Dec. 28 Consolation Game 4:00 p.m.
Championship Game 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 3 @ Providence TBA
Jan. 4 @ UMass-Lowell 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 10 @ Merrimack 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 11 @ Merrimack 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 17 Providence 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 18 Providence 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 24 @ Northeastern TBA
Jan. 25 @ Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 31 Boston College 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 2 Merrimack 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 14 UMass-Amherst 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 15 UMass-Amherst 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 18 New Hampshire 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 21 Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 22 Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Mar. 1 UMass-Amherst 7:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Nov.23 University of Southern Maine
12:00 p.m.
Nov. 25 Liberty 7:30 p.m.
Great Alaska Shootout @ Anchorage,
Alaska
Nov. 28 Maine vs. Alaska 12:00 a.m.
Alaska Standard Time
Nov. 30 Consolation Games 5:00 p.m.
Championship Games 8:00 p.m.
Dec. 3 Husson 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 6 Hofstra 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 8 Drexel 1:00 p.m.
Dec. 13 @ Youngstown TBA
Mount St. Mary's Classic @ Emmil s-
burg, Maryland
Dec.27 Mount St. Mary's, Maine, UNC-
Games TBA
Jan. 2 @ Northeastern TBA
Jan. 4 @ Boston University 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 7 @ Hartford TBA
Jan. 11 New Hampshire 1:00 p.m.
Jan. 16 Towson State 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 18 Delaware 12:30 p.m.
Jan. 20 @ St. Louis University TBA
Jan. 24 @ Drexel TBA
Jan. 26 @ Hofstra TBA
Jan. 30 Vermont 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 1 Hartford 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 5 @ Marquette 7:00 p.m.
Feb. 8 @ New Hampshire 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 13 @ Delaware 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 15 @ Towson State 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 17 @ Vermont 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 20 Northeastern 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 23 Boston University 1:00 p.m.
Men's and Women's Swimming/Div-
ing
Oct. 25 @ Connecticut 5:00 p.m.
Oct. 26 America East Relays/NU @
Boston, MA TBA
Nov. 9 Vermont 12:00 p.m.
Nov. 16 Holy Cross 11:00 a.m.
Nov. 23 @ Northeastern 12:00 p.m.
(women)
Nov. 24 @ Central Connecticut State
12:00 p.m.
Dec. 7 Boston University 12:00 p.m.
Jan. 3 Xavier University TBA
Jan. 25 @ Boston College 12:00 p.m.
Feb. 1 @ New Hampshire 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 5 @ Colby 6:00 p.m.
Feb. 14-16 America East Champion-
ships TBA
Feb. 27-28 ECACChampionships:TBA
Mar. 1 ECAC Championships-TBA
The Buyers Choice CZr
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• University College
Holiday bazaar in Bangor to raise money for scholarship fund
By Matt Woodman
Staff Writer
College isn't cheap. For many students,
when they're given their diplomas they're
also given a payment book for their stu-
dent loans, which can run into the thou-
sands of dollars. The faculty, professional
and classified staffs at University College
in Bangor are trying to do something to
make it a little easier for some of the
students there.
In an effort to establish a scholarship
fund for the college, the campus will host
its first annual Holiday Bazaar Saturday
• Police blotter
Saturday, Nov. 16:
A burglary occurred in Somerset Hall
between 3 p.m. and 11 p.m. According to
Lt. Stormann, the burglar(s) broke a win-
dow to enter the room. Compact discs and
clothes were reported missing.
A theft occurred in Cumberland Hall
between 2 a.m. and 3 a.m. A cellular
phone valued at $200 was reported miss-
ing.
Three students were referred to Judi-
cial Affairs for breaking ceiling tiles on the
fourth floor of Knox Hall
Monday, Nov. 18:
Machaon Stevens of Somerset Hall was
arrested for unlawful furnishing of a sched-
uled drug and posession of drug parapher-
nalia. Stevens is scheduled to appear in
Bangor District Court Jan. 10.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the College Center
Ballroom on Texas Avenue in Bangor.
"Our goal is to raise $1,000 from this
first event, with most of that money com-
ing from the renting of tables, the selling
of donated goods on our white elephant
tables and a percentage of the profits from
the Pine Tree Cafe (a cafe on campus that
will be open for the event)," said Wayne
Evancheck, computer cluster and network
manager at the college, who, along with
Kate Kevit, coordinator of admission's and
financial aid, is organizing the event.
Evancheck said the bazaar will feature
51 tables that will hold a variety of crafts
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and gifts. While Christmas gifts and dec-
orations will be the staple at many tables,
other goods will range from dried flowers
and hand-crafted creations from driftwood
to NASCAR material and books for chil-
dren. The event will also include enter-
tainment for young and old alike.
"We're going to have a kids corner and
games for kids as well as face-painting,"
Evancheck said. "The Bangor Clown As-
sociation will also be there to help with the
face-painting, make balloon animals and
entertain everyone. The Penobscot Banjo
Company, the Bangor Community Cho-
rus and the Chorus of Maine are all sched-
uled to perform."
A handmade doll house, donated by
Jim Davitt, associate professor of legal
technology at the college, will be raffled.
Evancheck said past doll houses made by
Davitt have been valued at $1,600. Ad-
mission to the bazaar is free and the orga-
nizers are expecting a large crowd.
"We're hoping for a large turnout. We
have been posting flyers all over the area
and we are going to put some signs up at
the major arteries in town to make it easy
for people to find us," Evancheck said.
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November 22: Karen McCoster: A Poem A Day, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
December 3: Sandford Phippen:Kitchen Boy, 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
December 3: John Gottman: Why Marriages Succeed or Fail,
12:15 - 1:45 p.m.
December 5: Michael White: A Brother's Blood, 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
December 11: Brian Swartz:An American Homecoming, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
December 14: Melissa Sweet: Snowman on Sycamore Street, Bat Jamboree,
&Pinky Rex and others, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m.
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Sode & the Arts
• Music
U.S. tour ends in fme fashion for Billy Bragg in Boston
By Mike Reynolds
Staff Writer
Billy Bragg captured some of the fin-
est moments of his career Saturday night
in Boston on the last stop of his 1996 U.S.
tour, with an excellent two-hour perfor-
mance. Bragg's show was moved at the
last minute from the Orpheum to a much
smaller club, the Avalon, because of a
lack of ticket sales and publicity.
Surprisingly, the club was packed with
more people than it could hold, and peo-
ple who were looking for a relaxing place
to sit were out of luck. There were few
seats, and those were reserved for the
friends of the club.
The opening act, Robyn Hitchcock,
who was in the influential band Soft Cell
twenty years ago, was good but unin-
spired. The highlight of Hitchcock's set
was when Bragg joined him on his last
song, which many cheered , maybe be-
cause it was Hitchcock's last tune, and
because of Bragg' s brief appearance.
A few minutes later, Bragg returned
to the stage, solo. I wasn't sure what to
expect, but his recent albums are lush
with instrumentation. My hesitation about
the show was gone by the middle of the
first verse of "This Guitar Says Sorry."
His vocals and guitar skills are impres-
sive, more impressive than most of the
singer-songwriters I've seen.
During the first few minutes, Bragg
told of the problem of where he would be
in America on election night. In ponder-
ing possible places, he wittingly decided
the safest place would be Vancouver,
British Columbia.
Bragg kept his intensity alive with
blistering versions of such classics as
"Cindy of a Thousand Lives" and "An
Accident Waiting to Happen." Before
the latter he told the crowd about a 15-
month labor dispute at the Detroit Free
Press and sarcastically dedicated the sto-
ry to scabs of the world.
As the evening progressed, Bragg
showed legendary storytelling as well as
musical abilities. Bragg told stories about
everything from Strom Thurmond's ac-
ceptance speech to his utter disgust for
baseball.
Bragg never faltered during the
evening and played a solid set of old and
new songs. His newest songs are given a
new dimension on stage. "Brickbat" will
become a future classic, with the passion
he puts into its performance. Bragg was
at his finest when playing his folk clas-
sics, namely "Greetings to the New Bru-
nette" and "Levi Stubbs Tears." Bragg' s
solo setup also allowed a beautiful re-
working of "Sexuality," with a slower
acoustic rendition that truly showed his
tremendous voice persevered after more
than a month on the road.
Bragg left and returned to encore with
"Northern Industrial Town," a somber
ballad about the struggle to maintain a
peace in Belfast, Northern Ireland. His
next song, "Sugardaddy," was a testa-
ment to Bragg' s talent. I had figured this
song would never be done solo because
of the high vocal range it reaches, usually
requiring a duet. The entire club stood
silent in awe as he sang, and no one
expected anything more.
He returned, playing a revised and
humorous version of "Great Leap For-
ward" and followed with a spirited "There
Billy Bragg is perhaps Britain's finest singer-songwriter today. (Courtesy Photo.)
is Power in a Union." Bragg followed
that with one of his oldest and best-known
songs, ending with "A New England"
After the show, a handful of fans and
reporters hung out and talked as the Ava-
lon quickly transformed itself into a tech-
no dance club. Bragg discussed his ap-
pearance at the Woody Guthrie Tribute
concert and how he had to teach Bruce
Springsteen a verse of a song 15 minutes
before they were to play it on stage. Bragg
said he would be back next year for a
longer tour with his band and possibly try
to play somewhere north of Boston.
• Dance
Queensland Ballet gives musical adaptation of Shakespearean classic
Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
The Queensland Ballet was established
in 1960. It is one of the oldest and most
successful Australian Performing Arts
Companies. Wednesday night it performed
two sets at the Maine Center for the Arts:
The first an interpretation of Jacqui Car-
roll's "Scheherazade," and the second a
unique performance of William Shakes-
peare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
The latter is the one I will concentrate on.
The piece, which is a play within a
play, began with a solo by Puck, the mis-
chievous young fairy, and with a few min-
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By Eric Simonds
utes of daring steps and leaps to a wonder-
ful score by Felix Mendelssohn, the audi-
ence was introduced to the fun-loving,
energetic and curious character.
Enter Titania and Oberon, the king and
queen of the fairies; Oberon shows power
and stubbornness and Titania a love for
nature and regal influence. As Puck danced
around in amazement, the two danced to-
gether at a distance, showing their perfec-
tion as counterparts. The costumes for
these three carefully sculpted characters
were of equal splendor: Oberon in a deep
indigo, Titania in a shimmering navy and
Puck in a playful green. Around the sim-
ple yet elegant set, they danced, conjuring
feelings of magic to match the myth of
fairies.
In another part of the woods, entered
four young lovers, Lysander, Hermia,
Demetrius and Helena. In the play, their
relationships are relatively complicated.
The ballet left out the dramatic details, but
illustrated a crucial aspect: Both Lysander
and Demetrius were in love with Hermia,
casting Helena out. They even gave Hele-
na a pair of "Revenge of the Nerds" glass-
es to give insight to Hermia' s being the
more traditionally beautiful of the two
women. The two men danced circles
around the lovely Hermia while Helena
constantly tried to muscle her way into the
fun. The way they pushed her away con-
veyed the clumsiness but preserved fluid-
ity in the performance.
While Helena and Lysander slept, Puck
came across them and danced up and down
the stage, kicking his heels high in the air.
He had been watching the dysfunctional
love triangle-plus-one drama from afar
and decided he could solve the problem.
He puts a spell on these two that will make
them fall in love with whomever they first
lay their eyes upon when they awake. As
you can imagine, things go awry and the
two men end up being madly in love with
Helena and disgusted with Hermia. Again,
the four unfortunate lovers perform their
ridiculous dance, only this time, Hermia is
the outcast.
Meanwhile, the blue-collar townspeo-
ple are preparing to put on a play for the
king and queen at the wedding of Dem-
etrius and Helena. Nick Bottom, one of
Shakespeare's most colorful characters,
is the over-eager actor, willing and able,
according to himself, to play every role in
the play. The other five members of the
cast, in their 1980s yuppie tennis outfits (a
decent modern interpretation of the char-
See BALLET on page 7
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Kay Gardner
Composer-performer Kay Gardner
will perform improvisations on world
flutes and percussion and original
song and piano works Saturday, Nov.
23 at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian-Univer-
salist Church, 120 Park St., Bangor.
Tickets are $5, children under 12 will
be admitted free. (Courtesy Photo.)
• In the theaters
'Star Trek: First Contact' - a dark science fiction drama
(AP) — As part of the national conscious-
ness, "Star Trek" has the advantage of
being recognizable to almost anyone. But as
science-fiction esoterica with legions of nit-
picky fans, it also faces a tough time emerg-
ing from its often insular universe.
What makes a "Star Trek" movie work,
then, is its ability to be the best of both
worlds good "Star Trek" and good en-
tertainment. The franchise's eighth feature
film, "Star Trek: First Contact,"-. does this
and more.
It's all here — taut adventure, time trav-
el, the most spectacular visual effects of any
"Star Trek" movie and some of the most
terrifying villains in science-fiction history.
And, oh civilization as we know it is at stake.
A vampirish cyborg culture called the
Borg, thwarted by the USS Enterprise in its
attempts to penetrate Earth and absorb its
culture, travels back in time to April 4, 2063
— the date of Earth's first contact with
aliens. The Borg's goal: to absorb Earth's
civilization before it had any capacity to
fight back.
We meet Zefram Cochran (James Crom-
well), the hard-drinking, cynical inventor of
the faster-than-light method of travel known
Ballet from page 6
acters), become quite annoyed with Bot-
tom, who wanders off. He is changed into
a beast by Puck as part of an experiment to
see if he can make someone fall in love
with such a ridiculous creature. He suc-
ceeds, only the victim is Titania, the Queen
of the Fairies. Another humorous dance
was the dance between the beastly Bottom
and the delicate and lovely Titania.
The final scene of the piece finds all of
the couples back together at the hilarious-
ly clumsy performance of Pyramis and
Thisbee, a parallel within the play, by
Bottom and the gang.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is a
comedy. It takes the idea of love and
breaks it down into five different parts.
The five parts are the five couples. Lysand-
er and Hermia, are the straightforward
"captain of the football team and head
cheerleader" couple. Demetrius and Hel-
ena, are less flashy, more down-to-earth,
Oberon and Titania are the fantasy couple,
and Bottom and Titania are a fluke. Final-
ly, Pyramus and Thisbee are the romantic
Romeo and Juliet-esque couple. Through
these five couples, Shakespeare spins a
web of confusion that reeks of order.
The Queensland Ballet certainly did
Shakespeare justice in their rendition of
his colorful play through spectacular
dance and musical interpretations. Al-
though the company didn't follow the
play line for line, it explore the major
themes, while remaining true to the sym-
metry of the original.
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King
plus special guest
COREY HARRIS
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
Friday, November 22 @ 8pm
Tickets at the Bangor Audttornim box office and all
Ticketrnaster ot tlets
CALL 990-4444 or 775-3331
Presented by Cloud 9 an
as "warp drive" ("Scotty, I need warp nine
—now!"), who is living in a post-World War
III camp in Montana and building a warp-
capable ship in a missile silo. The Borg, led
by their queen (Alice Krige) try to stop his
first warp flight, thus preventing "first con-
tact" by passing Vulcans who notice the trip.
What makes this film above average is
the balance struck between action and char-
acters.
Director Jonathan Fralces, who also plays
Commander William T. Riker, the Enter-
prise's first officer, has — as Leonard Ni-
moy did when he directed earlier films — an
intimate knowledge of the "Star Trek" tra-
dition. Frakes knows instinctively when to
move the story along and when to stop and
delve into a character.
The character he chooses to explore most,
of course, is Capt. Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick
Stewart), who was "assimilated" by the
Borg collective six years ago. Picard was
rescued by his crewmates, but not before he
had been implanted with Borg machinery
and scarred psychologically.
Stewart, a Shakespearean actor who al-
ways has brought an impressive amount of
depth to Picard, shines here as a raw, ragged
man coming unhinged and confusing val-
iant battle with revenge—against the "hive"
that absorbed him.Also enchanting are the
scenes between the Borg queen and Lt.
Commander Data, the android whose most
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
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fervent desire is to be human. To turn Data
against his ship, she introduces him to tactile
sensation, binding him to a table, grafting a
piece of skin onto his arm and gently blow-
ing on it in a chillingly sensual scene.
The Borg justify their existence by ab-
sorbing cultures and knowledge, then using
it to absorb some more. In them, we see a
cold, metallic villain very relevant to events
in our world today: a tug between the natural
and the synthetic, between the organic and
the computerized, between the individual
and the "collective."
This is a dark drama — darker, perhaps,
than the late "Star Trek" creator, Gene
Roddenberry, might have liked. In every
other way, this continues his tradition, tem-
pering his utopianism with a gritty reality
and timeless themes that are the very rea-
sons "Star Trek" remains relevant today.
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system board of trustees.
Any questions, comments or recommen-
dations can be e-mailed to the group at
bunker@sparc2.umeres.maine.edu.
Assistant Director of Facilities Management Jim Treadwell explains to students
the many high-cost improvements that would be required to convert the Civil
Defense Bunker to a student entertainment space. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
The Maine Campus
advertising department will be
closed Tuesday, November 26
through Friday, November 29.
The department will be open at
9:00 a.m. on December 4.
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• State news
Proposed natural gas pipeline through Maine gathers support, opposition
AUGUSTA (AP) — Thousands of jobs,
more money pouring into the budgets of doz-
ens of Maine cities, and cleaner, cheaper ener-
gy to boot
A Boston-based consortium that wants to
build a 729-mile system of natural gas pipe-
lines stretching from Canada to Massachusetts
unveiled a rosy report Thursday predicting
these and other benefits.
But first, the $975 million project needs to
pass the scrutiny of federal and state regula-
tors, as well as win the support of residents
who may not want a 24-inch underground
pipeline next door.
"I suspect there will be some people who
will have some concerns about the pipeline
coming through their communities," said
Charles Colgan, a University of Southern
Maine professor who helped Maritimes &
Northeast Pipeline and a consulting firm pro-
duce the report.
"However, the history of these projects in
other parts of the country, and even in Maine
... show that the environmental impacts over
the long term are pretty minimal from the
pipeline itself," said Colgan, an associate pro-
fessor of public policy and management.
The proposed system would take natural
gas from an offshore field near Sable Island,
Nova Scotia, and distribute it through Canada,
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
The main line would pass through the southern
part of Maine, from Wells to Woodland.
Most of Maine currently uses heating oil
and electricity, although a natural gas pipeline
connects Portland to Lewiston-Auburn.
"We are in support of bringing natural gas
to Maine industries because it helps reduce air
pollution, as long as it can be sited sensitively
and along appropriate routes," said Judy Berk,
a spokeswoman for the Natural Resources
Council of Maine.
Gene Guilford, president of the Maine Oil
Dealers Association, said natural gas was not
all it claimed to be. Not only does gas cost more
to use than heating oil, he said, but new oil
burners release near-zero levels of smoke.
"No one is going to be able to sell natural
gas in Maine less expensively than you can sell
heating oil. It isn't going to happen," Guilford
said.
A competing proposal also is in the works.
Portland Natural Gas Transmission System is
seeking approval to run a $251 million line
between the U.S.-Canada border near Jay, Vt.,
to Haverhill, Mass.
Senate from page 1
"I may be underestimating the people of
Maine when I say this, but I don't believe
they'll support the 2 percent increase in
compensation," MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart said funding for the increase
will have to come from revenue generated
by increases in enrollment and tuition.
The fifth and last goal is to maintain state
investment in system facilities.
"One could argue, although no one real-
ly has done this so far, that we should not
have been deferring maintenance all along,"
MacTaggart said.
MacTaggart also said each campus in the
system must increase enrollment, partici-
pate in aggressive fundraising, create part-
nerships with employers in the state, create
partnerships with each other and set internal
priorities.
MacTaggart said the he and the trustees
are working to get as many people as possi-
ble involved in supporting UMaine System.
"We're engaging in a pretty aggressive
and hopefully systematic effort to try to
begin involving activist citizens and busi-
ness leaders and ordinary folks into a won-
derful institution and a very important part
of the community," MacTaggart said.
Sally Vamvakias, chairwoman of the
Board of Trustees, informed the faculty about
the search for a replacement for UMaine
President Frederick E. Hutchinson, who will
retire at the end of June.
"Initially we are going to have a pre-
search consultant come in and that individ-
ual will be talking to the appropriate people
regarding the priorities of the university as
well as the desired characteristics of the
your next leader," Vamvakias said.
An 11-member search committee will
include three trustees, three UMaine faculty
members and one each of a professional
staff member, a classified staff member, a
student, an alumnus or alumni and an ad-
ministrator. The committee will pick the
final candidate.
Vamvakias said she expects the committee
will decide on a replacement by early summer.
Bunker from page 1
"The only thing you' ve got are solid walls,"
Claude Junkins of Facilities Management said.
According to Junkins, heating and plumbing
are nonexistent, exposed wiring is stapled to
the walls, asbestos lines the ceiling and fire
safety violations would need to be looked into.
The idea of students volunteering their
time to fix the bunker comes with its own set
of safety problems.
"Students need to be licensed to do any
heating, plumbing and electrical work," Tread-
well said.
Junkins said, "Facilities will provide you
with a list of what needs to be done." Environ-
mental and Public Safety, he added, would
also have their own lists of issues to deal with.
"I don't want to see this idea put on the back
burner," said Jim Lolar, a member of the
Musicians' Coalition on campus. "That's my
main concern."
For the last two months, the Musicians'
Coalition has been combing the campus to find
a facility that could fill UMaine's void in
musical culture, coalition member Andy
Howard said.
"Red tape was a problem in the Ram's
Horn. Things are brought up to code and the
codes change," Howard said. He said he doesn't
want the same thing to happen to the bunker.
Other issues included money, or rather,
lack of money, and ideas for fundraising.
"We are all aware that we need a set of
goals and avenues to follow," Mittelstadt said.
Junkins said, "We could easily sink
$250,000 out there and fix it up the way it
should be fixed. I don't think that's really
unrealistic when we look at some of the other
renovation projects."
Mittelstadt, Schramke and Hamann be-
lieve the students would be able to raise the
money needed to complete whatever needs to
be done. They're just waiting for the green
light.
Lolar said, "I would like (for the university)
to see the many steps that it will take to do this
as, not as blockades, but just as work that has to
be done. Rather than have the attitude of 'Look
at all the stuff we have to do — it just can't be
done,' I would like to see, 'Look at all the stuff
we have to do — how long is it going to take?"
"There's a building that's vacant," Mittel-
stadt said. "And it's been vacant for many
years. We think it could be used for something
productive instead of just sitting there."
The next step for the group is to complete
a formal proposal to submit to the UMaine
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
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Commentaries
The Morality of Animal Testing
Jeff Tuttle
The popular concept of human superiority over all
others in the animal kingdom may have some biological
and technological validity, if you listen to the scientists.
But in our infinite arrogance we have condemned many
of those we consider inferior to lives of servitude and
suffering — all in the name of human progress.
Animal rights activists have been largely unsuccessful
in their attempt to convince the American public that the
animals we eat, and upon whom we conduct biomedical
experiments, are worthy of our mercy. This should come
as no surprise in a nation known for its exclusiveness and
unwillingness to face a sometimes brutal reality.
According to Rutgers Animal Rights Law Center,
more than 8 billion animals are consumed for food every
year in the United States alone. More than 100 million
animals are used for experiments, and millions more are
used for entertainment in rodeos, circuses, zoos and mov-
ies. The numbers are staggering and animal rights activ-
ists, an often disparaged group, have good reason to be
concerned for the welfare of these living, breathing, think-
ing entities.
Citizens of the United States must address these con-
cerns and decide whether animals have a fundamental
right to exist outside the institution of slavery. We have to
decide whether animals have their own destinies and
whether humans should be in the powerful position of
determining their fate and denying them the basic right to
life.
Researchers who use animals in their experiments will
argue that the conditions in which these animals are kept
are usually better than that of the typical house pet. Their
cages are cleaner and their diet is healthier. This may be
true, and it may be true that many researchers genuinely
care for the animals they study. Their attachment to these
animals, however, does not justify their ability to inflict
pain and ultimately decide their fate.
Those who justify this animal exploitation will point to
the need for advancement in the field of medicine. They
will say these animals are vital to their research efforts and
vital to the survival of the human race. Despite their
current adherence to this inhumane practice, researchers
must move forward in their efforts to utilize cell and tissue
cultures in their efforts and discontinue the use of live
animals. In a medical profession known for its progres-
sive methods and intelligent practitioners, abandoning
this arcane practice should be within reach.
To justify the use of animals in medical research, a
clear distinction must be drawn between humans and
other members of the animal kingdom. That distinction
has not been sufficiently drawn. In fact, animals are
chosen for this brand of research solely because of their
similarity to humans.
Many mammals used for research purposes have been
shown to possess complex mental faculties, and although
dogs, cats and monkeys make up only three percent of the
animals used for biomedical research, the reasons for
using animals solely to benefit the human race are flawed
and rooted in arrogance, ignorance and a basic disregard
for life.
(Jeff Tuttle is a seniorjournalism major and the editor-
in-chief of The Maine Campus.)
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Kathryn Ritchie
Imagine being locked in a wire cage against
your will, unable to stretch your legs and being
attended to only when a scientist wants to inject
you with experimental chemicals or run you
through a maze. Unfortunately, this nightmare is
a reality for millions of experimental lab animals.
It seems so cruel. The harshness of the testing
comes from the fact that these animals never get
love or companionship. They are born to die a
tortuous death, devoid of any positive experienc-
es. They are at the mercy of science, used for a
variety of experiments, from testing new cosmet-
ics to trying to find a cure for AIDS. The latter
seems like a noble cause to die for, but the crea-
tures cowering in the corners of their steel cages
probably don't think so.
The testing for cosmetics is pure evil. Little
bunnies shouldn't be poked in the eyes with mas-
cara until they bleed in the name of fashion. And
yet, about 14 million animals die each year be-
cause of cosmetics testing.
Dooming thousands of animals to a certain death
while finding the cure for mankind's diseases
seems very much like playing God. Perhaps it
would be better if these animals were played with
or exercised, but it's hard to picture scientists
racing against time to find a cure for AIDS pick-
ing up a cat and letting it snuggle on his or her
lap.
A recent study shows that people feel more
strongly against experiments done on cute ani-
mals (cats, monkeys and rabbits) than those done
on ugly ones (pigs, frogs and rats). That survey
just reflects society's demented obsession with
beauty; if they're ugly, they deserve to die.
It could be argued these same pigs could be
slaughtered for bacon, or that these same cats
could be euthenized in an animal shelter if they
aren't adopted in time. But it seems more tortur-
ous to prolong their death with needles and tests.
The issue of animal testing brings into light the
larger issue of animal rights. How much freedom
are our furry friends entitled to? The Animal Wel-
fare Act currently requires scientists about to use
vertebrate animals in experiments to consider other
options first. A plethora of centers are currently
searching for alternatives for these scientists (one
may be computer simulation).
Any doubts to the inhumane procedures that
occur during testing can easily be put to rest after
a cruise through the Internet, which contains sev-
eral graphically disturbing pictures of animals in
pain.
With all the technological advances as of late-
ly, we should really be above the need to domi-
nate and torture the animal kingdom. Other ways
to experiment are out there for those humane re-
searchers to use.
(Kathryn Ritchie is a junior journalism ma-
jor and the assistant city editor of The Maine
Campus)
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• Editorial
Marketplace of ideas
"Let the truth and falsehood grapple;
whoever knew truth to be worse in a free and open encounter
... Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose
to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field,
we do injuriously by licensing and prohibiting,
to misdoubt her strength."
— John Milton
T
he free expression of ideas is the foundation of a just society;
and the opinion pages of The Maine Campus exist to provide a
forum for students to express their ideas and facilitate a mean-
ingful dialogue. We at the Campus encourage readers to use them often
and wisely.
While the ideas presented in recent columns appearing in the Cam-
pus have angered some, we feel their expression was justified in this
free forum, and the merit of the views expressed within these columns
should be weighed by readers. If all ideas are presented to the public,
individuals are then able to choose which ideas most closely resemble
their beliefs and reject those that do not. Without this process, there can
be no meaningful discussion.
Historically, the opinion pages of a newspaper have given the public
a voice and the opportunity to express their views in a truly public
forum. Whether it be outrage or praise, we consider each opinion
valuable and a welcome contribution to the marketplace of ideas, a
concept for which esteemed philosophers, politicians and journalists
have much respect.
Disagreeable columns can and will emerge in future issues, but they
will never be designed to gauge reader response. They will always
represent the sincere opinions of the writer, who, in turn, will depend
on the reader to judge the content. Education is just as much an integral
function of the paper as the reporting of news.
The Maine Campus makes no apologies for its editorial content. We
portray no one opinion as an absolute truth. That decision lies with
every individual reader, who must insist on being exposed to all view-
points. This level of exposure is designed to broaden the student per-
spective and prepare students for an increasingly complex society,
defined by its ideological variance.
In the tradition of Milton's marketplace of ideas, The Maine Campus
editorial policy will not be altered. This philosophy will continue to
ensure that all voices are heard, whether they be controversial or
popular. Readers should expect nothing less and take full advantage of
the opportunity to disseminate their beliefs.
The Maine Campus
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• Letters to the Editor
• Amazed at ignorance
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
Jeff Tuttle's Nov. 18 column,
"Soldiers of misfortune." I am
amazed at how ignorantly he is
able to place the blame of re-
cent military sex scandals sole-
ly on the military itself and its
"simple military mindset." He
states that "the military's cur-
rent troubles are rooted in the
ignorance of its less enlightened
personnel and their reluctance
to accept the rightful presence
of women in its traditionally
bloodthirsty, male-dominated
institution." He also states that
"rage, intimidation and domi-
nance" are traits that are ad-
mired and encouraged in the
"entrenched military arena." I
think he forgot another arena
in which these traits are ad-
mired and encouraged. What
about today's American soci-
ety? Aren't these the traits that
make American men respected
in our society? It seems to me
he is implying that the military
mindset is to blame for these
sex scandals. I believe it is
American society to blame.
Who raised these blood thirsty
men? Who taught these men
traits that lead to rapists and
murderers? How are men who
rape in the Army different from
the man who attacked the wom-
an in this area recently? I don't
believe that every man who
rapes or harasses women or
men, or who cannot "grasp the
severity of the charges" are "un-
doubtedly the result of military
programming" like Mr. Tuttle
would like to believe. How ab-
surd! These men are the prod-
ucts of our society. If our soci-
ety cannot respect women, how
can we expect military person-
nel, made up of our very own
home-town boys, to respect us?
I would like to address an-
other ridiculous statement
from this editorial. Mr. Tuttle
writes that the type of soldier
who succeeds in a military en-
vironment is one who is "un-
educated and animalistic."
This is wrong. I am a female
in the Army ROTC program
here on campus. I am about to
be commissioned as an officer
in the United States Army and
I can tell you that I will be
proud to serve with any of my
male counterparts in the pro-
gram that are also future sol-
diers. They are not animalistic
and they are not uneducated, yet
I know that most of them will
succeed in the military environ-
ment, regardless of the traits that
Mr. Tuttle believes necessary
to do so.
We have to remember that
the institution that Mr. Tuttle
criticizes so harshly is made up
of regular American citizens.
They are not from a society that
possesses different values from
us. They are our brothers,
friends, uncles and fathers. They
are like you, Mr. Tuttle. They
were raised in the same igno-
rance. It is not a "new breed of
soldiers who can retain their
identity, value the contribution
of women to society and adhere
to the moral code" they protect,
that is needed to change the sim-
ple military mindset. What we
need is a new breed of Ameri-
cans can do this. If our society
offered men who could do this
before they joined the service,
then I don't think the military
or the American society would
have such problems with rape
and harassment.
Melissa A. Boucher
Old Town
• A little respect
To the Editor:
It comes as no surprise to
me that the editor-in-chief of
The Maine Campus has resort-
ed to fantastic claims about our
"ruthless fighting machine," the
U.S. military. The preposterous
accusations come from a news-
paper that didn't even allow one
word of coverage to veterans
on Veteran's Day and donated
one column on Page 5 to an AP
article on honoring our veterans
in the following issue. It seems
that "Saint" Tuttle has already
jumped on the anti-military
bandwagon, and he hasn't even
graduated to a full-time jour-
nalist yet. It seems as though he
has the fads slightly confused.
I was in the Army for five years
and I don't recall any "stunted
intellects" or "uneducated and
animalistic soldiers." "Saint"
Tuttle also made reference to
the fact soldiers losing their
identity made them resort to acts
of regression and violence.
Speaking from experience (not
from watching Dan Rather or
reading The Boston Globe), the
fact of the matter is those sol-
diers who won't give up their
identity are the ones who act
inappropriately. And, believe it
or not, the military has a much
higher moral standard for its sol-
diers. For example, adultery is a
punishable offense under the
UCMJ (show me a civilian em-
ployer who does this).
Another thing that bothers
me is the fact that the military is
talked about with negative con-
notations by students and facul-
ty alike on an almost daily basis
on campus. Who does every-
one think the U.S. military is,
some alien power wanting to
overthrow everything which is
good? I'll tell you who we are.
We're your sons, daughters, fa-
thers, mothers, brothers and sis-
ters. We're normal, everyday
people. And I personally know
several of these fme young men
who have been smeared on
dropzones, had their faces half-
blown off, gotten shot by AK-
47 (and had their bodies shown
off like trophies by Somalians),
to list a few. I will not stand idly
by and allow for such feces to be
spewed forth from the mouths of
such "educated" people. Let's
not get politics confused with
our veterans.
I'll end quoting the Army
Field Manual on leadership
(FM 22-100): "For a few mo-
ments, the fate of an Army and
a nation rested on the shoul-
ders of 358 farmers, woods-
man and fisherman from
Maine. They were led by a
colonel who was a seminary
graduate and who had been a
professor of languages less than
a year before the battle."
For those of you who don't
know the impact the 20th Maine
had on the outcome of the Civil
War, it was quite inspiring. Let's
start giving respect where re-
spect is due. Let's start showing
our veterans some hard-earned
and long-overdue respect.
B. Drew
Bangor
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• The Other Side
A humble nod of thanks
Scott La bby
As I sit here,
wondering
when someone
is going to fire-
bomb The Maine
Campus editori-
al office ...
Thanksgiv-
ing. Kind of a silly name for the holiday,
if you think about it. How many of us
will actually sit down and "give thanks"
next week? We might as well call it "Oh,
Yeah, That Stuff About the Pilgrims' Day"
or "Jesus, Am I Going To Stuff My Lazy
Ass And Drink Enough 
Beer To Melt My Damn
Liver! Day." Impossible
to fit on the calendar, but
far more accurate.
At any rate, I figure
the only thanks most of
us will offer next week
will be to whoever
cooked dinner. But isn't
there anything else to be
thankful for?
Well, ayuh! How
about frat parties, all 422
vice presidents and the
future Nobel laureates
you can't be replaced.
Office support staff: If the entire ad-
ministration staged a walkout, would you
notice? Right. If the secretaries left, this
entire place would break down. It's fright-
ening how often they're the only people
who know anything. Ask yourself: How
many times have you received a straight-
forward, sensible answer from a suit? On
the other hand, I'm pretty sure we all
realize who we depend on for crucial in-
formation, and who gets the job done in
office after office, in countless depart-
ments. When I have a problem, a ques-
tion or any request that requires actual
work instead of polysyllabic nonsense, I
run to the folks at the
Show me a
senile monkey
and I'll show
you a viable
alternative to
one-third of the
administration.
who run Student Govern-
ment? But of course, they receive our
glowing approval all year long. There are
others who go unnoticed and without
praise, which may be because of a single
variable: They deserve it. (Imagine!) A
humble nod of appreciation, then:
Janitors: You know, I see these peo-
ple around, cleaning up our messes, en-
suring we don't float away in a river of
muck, and I think: Don't they ever feel
compelled to just beat one of us into a
stupor? Every time I talk to one of the
custodial types, I'm stricken by how much
more intelligent they are than the average
student. One suspects they realize this as
well. You want social injustice? I go to
my Spanish class and some moron who
looks like a New Kids on the Block reject
sits in the back of the room and talks to
himself for 50 minutes. I leave class, walk
down the steps and encounter a janitor
and a professor discussing the Cold War.
Is this someone who should be cleaning
some punk's vomit? At any rate, much
respect to all those who make sure we
don't choke to death on our espresso
grounds. We can survive sans Fred, but
front desks. It stuns me
that many of these peo-
ple balance coursework,
families and a full-time
job that involves being
taken for granted by peo-
ple who should know bet-
ter. Show me a senile
monkey and I'll show
you a viable alternative
to one-third of the admin-
istration. If the real of-
fice professionals go on
strike, however, watch
your university grind to
a screeching halt.
Cafeteria Workers: Good Christ, I
would never want to have to work in food
service again. I'm amazed that we never
hear reports about dining commons work-
ers attacking one of the countless jerks
they're forced to wait on every day. They
patiently fill food orders like "Gimme
summadat, ` kay?" They scrape the crud
off plates, fill up coffee mugs, mop floors,
accept condescension and sneers, then
return to their families, books or both,
usually without a thank you. Well, here's
a shout in your direction. The next time
someone disrespects you, dump that sau-
sage Tuscany down their shirt.
And a final word to all the classified
workers: Anyone who has given the sub-
ject any thought understands which in-
dividuals enable the university to func-
tion.
Those above you might have more
money and far less work, but you have
respect and admiration from a great num-
ber of us. Happy Thanksgiving.
(Scott Labby is a senior history major
and a columnist for The Maine Campus.)
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• Column
Empty pockets, no class
James Wright
I'm feeling a bit oppressed
lately, and awfully light in
the pockets. Either I'm
trapped in a state of paranoid
confusion or somebody is re-
ally out to get me.
It seems that the loan I applied for a long
time ago is still somewhere out in the cosmos.
Shall I digress?
You see, if you're really rich, you should
have no problem affording a college educa-
tion while driving a new Saab 900 Turbo to
classes. If you're really poor, you probably
won't drive a nice car, but then any state
school will take care of your tuition if you
show some promise. Everyone likes to root
for the underdog. If you're somewhere in the
middle, then you're grabbing your ankles with
Uncle Sam behind you. Ah, the perils of the
middle class continue.
My middle-class father makes a salary that
would qualify me for financial aid if I were
dependent on him. So would my middle class
mother's. However, when you combine the
two together, my middle-class family makes
too much money for me to receive any grants
or "free money." Fair enough, I have to pay
full price to attend this school. I have no prob-
lem with that (I do, but that's another column).
What I do have a problem with is the con-
stant run-around the Financial Aid Office, the
"student assistance" office, gives me each time
I check the status of that mysterious loan. What
I've discovered is the college loan process is
full of red tape and the road to financial securi-
ty is lined with -they didn't tell me" work-
study students telling me to wait longer. It's an
insult that the institution I've spent three long
Years at and have given a lot of money to
doesn't seem to care one way or the other if!
starve or get kicked out of my apartment. Each
time I go to the Financial Aid Office, I talk to a
different person, each with different answers
to the same old problem: Where is my money?
They sure as hell don't know.
This money I'm supposed to receive, which
is a reimbursement for the room and board fees
110 longer used on campus, is depended on by
Countless upperclassmen now living in Orono
and Old Town. The funds can usually cover
rent for a semester and should foot the food bill
as well for the first semester. Here it is, almost
1)eoember, and I haven't seen one damn pen-
°Y. Anyone who lives off campus and relies on
such loans to pay for their education knows
what it's like to wait until the last days of
October to receive that reimbursement check
that pays for just about everything from maca-
roni and cheese to the phone bill.
Now for the part! really don't understand:
The banks don't lend me the money directly,
they pay the school. If there's any money left,
I get the rest
The loan, which is in my name (I know this
because I'll be paying for it for the next 10
years) isn't given to me to decide what to do
with it We students can't be trusted with mon-
ey. It's like that shotgun my grandfather gave
me when I was but a wee lad. My father has
had that 30-aught-6 ever since, probably to
protect me from shooting my foot off.
The idea of shooting brings me back to the
Financial Aid Office. Approximately a month
or more ago I trotted down to Wingate Hall to
seek some answers as to where my money is.
They told me I hadn't even filed. Interesting.
So I filled out another form for Stafford Loans
(which I already did this summer) and gave
them what they told me to give them. This
began another long waiting period, which I'm
sure will be resolved before I resort to Ramen
noodles and Natural Light. Not quite.
A few weeks ago! went back to check my
status, and they told me I needed tax returns
from my parents, my signature on countless
documents and a little more patience. You
think you could have told me that the last time
I came in? They needed my tax information as
well, but chose not to tell me this. Here's the
kicker: Meanwhile, the bill for my account that
I had accumulated and hadn't paid because of
my lack of money, got me withdrawn from all
of my classes with no prior notice. That was
awfully nice of them to do. I mean, I like to go
to classes and take tests for no credit It's an
extra challenge.
The loan application and award process is
more complicated than a Rubik's Cube to the
colorblind. Moreover, it takes too damn long.
I'm only one of several students still waiting
for the tardy loans. Perhaps the delay is my
fault, but no, no it's not.
I've collected more tax information and
signed more documents than Joe Dimaggio at
a card show. I'd sell my soul to the devil if that
would get my loan. I should tell him I want a
Saab, too.
(James Wright is a seniorjournalism major
who will soon be accepting handouts.)
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, November 22
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Not
only were you born on the cusp of two signs,
but you have the Sun and Saturn in perfect
alignment on your birthday. What this means
is that just a little bit of hard work will bring
enormous rewards. A lot of hard work will set
you up for life.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Planetary
activity reminds you not to take anything for
granted. Apply the lessons you've learned in
recent months to the opportunities you're about
to receive and you'll be unbeatable.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You must
change with the times if you don't want to
get left behind. This may not be easy for
someone as dogged as you. Think how you
would benefit from a change in your finan-
cial situation — then start making those dif-
ficult decisions.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You would
be happier with your lot in life if you stopped
blaming your troubles on other people. Rela-
tionships are difficult at the best of times with-
out inventing reasons to argue.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): What mat-
ters now is not what you know but how you
apply that knowledge on a daily level. Forget
about theories — they don't mean a thing
unless they have practical uses. You don't
need words, you need work: The harder you
work, the better you'll feel.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You feel sure
that what you're planning to do is right, even
though you know not everyone will agree with
you. Don't let the critics knock you out of
your stride but don't just ignore them either.
They have genuine concerns, so make the ef-
fort to explain your position.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): There's a
way to balance family and financial commit-
ments with the demands of your social life,
but you'll need to be determined. Too many
people have a claim on your time because you
don't like to say no. You may have to be firm
to others today in order to be kind to yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You know
what you're doing and you know why you're
doing it, so don't waste time going over old
ground trying to convince yourself that your
motives are right. There comes a time when
you must act first and worry about it later —
better still, don't worry about it at all.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Starting
today, you can transform your life. If you
make a wish it will probably come true, even
if you later decide to change your mind. For
that reason alone it's essential that you have a
clear idea of what you desire — more to the
point, that you really desire it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
have the key, you have the confidence, now
all you have to do is unlock the door. The
door in question is the one you've been dream-
ing of opening for the past four weeks. Pinch
yourself to prove you're awake, then put the
key in the lock.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Don't
give up on something today just because it's
difficult and you fear you aren't up to the
task. It may seem the easy way out, but later
you'll wish you had stuck with it, if only for a
few extra days.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): This
should be a highly positive time for you as the
planets make aspects which will change your
life for the better. Certain developments may
at first be disturbing, but before the year is out
you'll realize it was these that made all the
difference.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): This should
be one of those days when everything falls
into place. They may not always fall into the
places you want them to fall, but at least you
know why certain things are happening and
why it's pointless to struggle against fate.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, November 23
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: In-
dulge your whims; trust your instincts; treasure
your fantasies. You can afford to take a few
risks — indeed, it may be that you can't afford
not to. Something you start for fun could de-
velop into something of great importance.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You won't
be happy unless you're on the move today.
Social and travel plans will feature promi-
nently over the next 48 hours, although you
may find that you have to part with consider-
ably more cash than you were expecting.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You have
so many options to choose from now that you
are probably getting confused. And confusion
could easily turn to anger if, having started
one thing, you realize you should have started
something else. Monday's Full Moon will re-
duce your options considerably.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Some brave
decisions are called for this weekend — brave
in that you don't really want to make them but
know that you must. There is also the subcon-
scious realization that if you don't make them
now they will be made for you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Time is a
great healer, but work helps too, especially if
it makes the time pass quicker. Planetary in-
fluences increase your work load, and this
weekend's aspects will add more on top of
that. Get stuck into your tasks and you'll soon
forget why you were so depressed.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): An open mind is
a marvelous thing, but it is possible to be too
open to outside influences. This weekend you
must be careful what you choose to believe in.
Some people will believe in anything — you,
of course, are too sensible for that.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Speak up or
forever hold your peace. If you have some-
thing to say this weekend, say it and have done
with it, even if it annoys someone you don't
really want to offend. If you keep quiet to spare
someone's feelings you will both regret it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may be
in something of a dilemma today, simply be-
cause you have several options to choose from
and don't know which to choose. A gathering
of old friends may be tempting but if they are
that old and that friendly they won't mind,
just this once, if you go somewhere else.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Venus,
planet of love, enters your birth sign today,
lifting your spirits and helping you see the
good in yourself and others. Family and fi-
nancial problems will never be far from your
thoughts, but at least you'll begin to see them
in their true perspective.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
may be friendly and fun to be with 99 percent
of the time, but once in a while you reveal a
tough streak completely at odds with your
easygoing nature. Tomorrow could be one of
those times. If you decide to pick on some-
one, be sure you're in the right.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): This
promises to be a dramatic weekend. But, in
this case at least, disruptive does not neces-
sarily mean destructive. On the contrary, some-
thing new and exciting is about to come into
Your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Aquari-
ans are reputed to stick by their views and
Opinions, as are Leos, Scorpios, or Taureans.
Which is why, if you're involved with anyone
born under any of these signs this weekend,
You must be sure not to discuss issues on
Which you differ.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Those
Who think they can take advantage of you
today are guilty of a serious error of judg-
ment. You may talk gently, but you're no-
body's fool. If others try to capitalize on your
kindness, generosity or goodwill, let them
know that you don't need them.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Cartoon deputy
5 Dot in the sea
10 "Oh! My "
(Eddie Fisher
tune)
14 Skating
maneuver
15 Tide rival
16 List extending
abbr.
17 = —
20 Highly regarded
21 Bring into
harmony
22 Show one's
appreciation
23 Like some type:
Abbr.
24 Beatles music
CO.
27 Foodstuffs
31 Hosiery shade
32 Cropped up
33 Discoverer's cry
34 = —
38 Bad temper
39 First name in
cosmetics
40 "Born Free"
lioness
41 Stomach
calmer: Var.
43 Summer 1996
movie thriller
45 Snowman's
comment?
46 "The Black
Stallion" boy
47 "West Side
Story" Oscar
winner
50 Not go out
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ABORT BABKA DAW
LANAI UR I EL UTE
SWEEPSTAKES SRA
ODS TINSEL STIR
TOGO ONEDAY
GOSHEN DIVIDE
ARCED NI NEL I VES
SERB FAVOR T I LT
POURS! TON CILIA
BASSET GLOSSY
ILITH DEAN
IRAN TASERS AS I
NON VACUUMPACKS
END ANTIC ENLA I
DYS SKATE ROUTS
54 = 
56 Concert receipts
57 Bottled water
brand
58 Summoned
59 Asteroid
discovered in
1898
60 Raison —
61 Libelous remark
DOWN
1 Hamlet, for one
2 W.W. II powers
3 Left
4 Group working
in harmony?
5 Jewel thief, in
slang
6 Blind followers
7 Advance
a Electric 
9 Scholarly paper
10 Mortar's partner
11 Aleutian island
12 Used one
13 Lotion additive
18 Prefix with port
19 Pollen holder
23 Start of many
bumper sticker
slogans
24 Press
25 Part of a squirrel
stash
26 Dressing place
27 Thin aS 
28 Christmases
No. 0829
1 2 4 5 6 7 ism 10 11
mi.18huhIlliiii19 illiUU17
20
11111.
22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33Ii
34 Ihi35 36 37iii
Iii38 39liii 40
41 42 43 44
45 46
47 48 49 50
Ilhlilli
hill51 52 53liii.54 55
56
57hill
58iii
59 iii60 61
Puzzle by Randolph Ross
29 Guess Who hit
"—Eyes"
30 Oceanogra-
pher's aid
32 Up and about
35 Memorized
36 In a holding
account
37 Kind of pet
42 Wild goats
43 Comedienne
Booster
44 Alejandro and
Fernando
46 Rose oil 51 Race site
47 F.H.A. loan 52 Software
48 Horse racing's choices
Man— 53 M.I.T. grad:
49 Rooter Abbr.
starter Ss "The mother of
50 Tantrum all living"
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Aviation reform
NTSB continues investigation into problems at FAA, ValuJet
MIAMI (AP) — Federal inspectors
monitoring the ValuJet were overworked
and sometimes approved policy manuals
for the rapidly expanding airline without
scrutinizing them, an official testified at a
crash hearing today.
Robert Bruce, the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration's head inspector for ValuJet,
said his office had difficulty keeping pace
with the low-cost carrier's meteoric
growth. At one point it was putting too
many pilots through training for inspec-
tors to handle.
"We had reached a point last year that
ValuJet was putting 40 pilots through their
training program each month," Bruce told
members of the National Transportation
Safety Board. "I had to borrow inspectors
from other offices for flight checks. We
were still falling behind."
The testimony drew a sharp comment
from John Goglia, chairman of the NTSB 'S
investigative panel looking into the May
11 crash in the Everglades that killed all
110 people aboard.
"I am troubled by your workload,"
Goglia said. "Your job is to protect the
public's safety in travel. If the system
prevents you from doing that, we're going
to find out why."
Goglia' s comments prompted applause
from family members of Flight 592 vic-
tims attending the hearing.
The FAA has been criticized by its
own inspectors and relatives of the vic-
tims for lax oversight of potentially dead-
ly cargo.
Improperly stored oxygen-generating
canisters in a cargo hold are blamed for a
deadly fire that disabled the plane shortly
after takeoff.
Also today, another FAA official said
the agency is now hiring scores of new
inspectors to check for hazardous cargo
aboard passenger airliners.
The FAA also plans to pursue criminal
charges against anyone who improperly
sends hazardous materials aboard com-
mercial aircraft, said Bruce Butterworth,
the head of the FAA's security operations.
"You're going to see some of the big-
gest criminal cases you've ever seen,"
Butterworth told NTSB members.
ValuJet has blamed its outside mainte-
nance company for not putting safety caps
on the canisters.
Butterworth didn't say who would be
targeted in any criminal cases, but previ-
ous testimony from FAA indicated those
facing charges could range from the ship-
per of the materials to the people who
loaded it on a plane, if they have knowl-
edge it was illegal.
The ValuJet crash also is the subject of
a criminal probe by federal authorities.
Butterworth and other FAA officials
who have testified before the NTSB con-
ceded that hazardous materials inspec-
tions have declined sharply in the past
three years because staffers have to deal
with terrorism and other threats.
In an effort to improve its inspections,
the FAA will hire 118 new employees for
its hazardous materials program, includ-
ing 110 inspectors, Butterworth said. It
currently has about 300 inspectors.
When asked by NTSB investigators
how the FAA plans to crack down on
undeclared hazardous materials aboard air-
liners, Butterworth noted the difficulty in
detecting the cargo.
"If it doesn't tick, doesn't leak, doesn't
break open, doesn't catch fire, you'll never
know it's there," he said. "You do it by
data, you do it by instinct, you do it by
expertise."
The FAA doesn't inspect hazardous
material at maintenance stations, like the
one where SabreTech Corp. stored the
oxygen generators for ValuJet.
The fully charged generators sat around
SabreTech' s maintenance hangar for
weeks until, in a housecleaning move,
they were packed up and driven to Valu-
Jet' s cargo area for a flight to airliae
headquarters in Atlanta.
Two other airlines, Delta and TWA,
were also shipping oxygen generators until
recently, NTSB documents show.
TWA shipped only its own generators
and had approval to do so, company
spokesman John McDonald said today.
He said they were always discharged be-
fore being packed into approved, properly
labeled containers.
Delta spokesman Bill Berry said Delta
halted all canister shipments when or-
dered to do so by the FAA in the wake of
the ValuJet crash. He said one canister
was shipped inadvertently a few days later
because an employee missed the instruc-
tions about the FAA order, but "it was
simply a mistake."
Last December, a Delta oxygen gener-
ator discharged and caused a fire in an
airport area where the canisters were being
disposed of, Berry said. It was not near an
airplane or waiting to be loaded onto a
plane, he said, adding that an investigation
showed no signs of sabotage in the fire.
Delta halted shipping used canisters
shortly afterward, Berry said, but shipped
new ones until the FAA order a few months
later. Even when the airline was shipping
canisters, he said, it was careful to follow
safety measures.
The canisters, which contain a mixture
of chemicals, can generate heat up to 500
degrees when they are triggered to pro-
vide oxygen to passenger emergency
masks. The canisters aboard Flight 592
were not for use on the plane.
We'll give you
Macintosh' Performa' 6214CD
75 MHz/8A1B RAM/IGB/4X CD -Rii
15" display/keyboard
Now $1,299 (or $24/mo.)
Macintosh' Performa' 6400CD
$150 to get
Power Macintosh' 5260
your work
180 MHz/16111B RAM/1.66B/8X CD-Ralf
15" display/keyboard
Now $2,148 (or $40/mo.)
done faster.
Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Apple* Style Writer 1200 360x360 dpi B/W Now $195
Apple' Color StyleWriter 1500 720.1360 dpi B/W, 360x360 dpi Color Now $237
Apple' Color Style Writer 2500 720.1360 dpi B/W, 360.1360 dpi Color Now $323
120 MHz/16AfB RAM/ L2GB/8X CD-ROM
14" built-in display/keyboard
Now $1,549 (or $29/mo.)
For a limited time, you can snag a $150 rebate from Apple Computer when you purchase a Macintosh'
personal computer and an Apple' printer. Just make tracks for your campus computer store and pick up
some of the most innovative technology in existence. Better still, using a Mac' means getting stuff done
a whole lot faster. Which should open up your schedule for the real important things. Like sleeping.
Visit the University of Maine Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall, Orono, ME 04469
or call (207) 581-2580, URL: CCweb.umecit.maine.edu
Hours: Mon. 10am-4:30pm, Tues.-Fri. 8:30am-4:30pm
offer evires January 19 1997 A'o payment of interest or principal will be required for 90 days. Interest accruing during this 90-day period oil! be added to the principal and will bear interest. which will be included in the repayment schedule. For maniple, the month of November, 1996 had an interest rate of 12.15%
aah an Annual Percentage Rate (APR) of 1393%. A.monthly penmen! of $2831 for the Power Attic 52 60 0,3stein is an estimate based on a total loan aniount of $1648.94, which includes a sample purchase price of $1549 and a 6% loan original on fee Interest Is variable based on the Prime Rate as reported on the
5th business day °Jibe month in The Wall street journal, plus a spread of 3.9%. The Apple Computer Loan has an 8-tear loan term with no prepayment penalty and is subject to credit approval. Monthly payments may vary depending on actual computer system prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taxes
and a change in the monthly rariable interest rate. ©1996 Apple computer Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. Itac. Macintosh, Performa. Power Macintosh and Stylell"riler are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Apple mail-in rebate offer valid from November 2, 1996, through January 19, 1997
while supplies last and subject to availability lb qualify for rebate. printer computer and an Apple monitor (if sold separatetc) must be purchased on the same invoice. Offer good on anv Macintosh desktop computer with any Apple printer. Ibid where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for Iiirther rules and
details. All Macintosh computers are desioed m be accessible to individuals with disability 7b learn more (US only). call 800-600-7808 or TIT 800-755-0601.
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• By the numbers
Astronomical figures in statistical report track U.S. life
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 116th an-
nual compilation of America by the num-
bers is on sale, its shiny green covers hiding
a mass of tables and statistics that tell the
tales of birth and death, purchase and sale,
love and hate that are daily life in America.
Almost 11,000 babies are born every day
in this country, and 6,000 people die. Some
7,000 marriages begin, and 3,000 end in
divorce.
There are 27 million transactions at auto-
mated teller machines every 24 hours. The
post office handles 495 million pieces of
mail.
The 1996 edition of the Statistical Ab-
stract of the United States, which reports all
that and so much more, went on sale Thurs-
day. It's a 1,022-page volume jammed with
1,468 tables chronicling the incidental and
the important.
"All that goes on in a single day in
America is hard to imagine," said Glenn
King, chief of the abstract staff at the Census
Bureau.
Births and deaths have been chronicled
for centuries in church Bibles and govern-
ment listings.
Last year, 3,961,000 new Americans
were born, an average of 10,852 a day. At
the same time, 2,329,000 people died, an
average of 6,381 a day.
It takes some slightly older numbers and
dissects them in more detail to find that of 4
million births in 1993, 12.8 percent were to
mothers who were still teen-agers, and 31
percent of the new moms were not married.
White women accounted for 3,150,000
of the babies, blacks for 659,000, Asians for
153,000 and American Indians for 39,000.
Hispanics, who are included in other races,
totaled 654,000.
There were 105 boys born for every 100
girls, a statistic that evens out in mid-life.
Males' shorter life spans —72.3 years com-
pared with 79.0 for females — mean elderly
women outnumber old men.
In 1994, 9.1 marriages and 4.6 divorces
and annulments occurred among every 1,000
people. That's down from 9.8 marriages and
4.7 divorces in 1990, and 10.6 marriages
and 5.2 divorces in 1980.
The median age for a first marriage in
1990 was 24.0 for women and 25.9 for men,
up from 21.8 for brides and 23.6 for bride-
grooms a decade earlier.
While marriage may be slipping in inter-
est, Americans are spending more time with
their ATM machines, posting nearly 10 bil-
lion transactions last year. That's nearly
double 1990's total. In 1980, the Census
Bureau didn't even bother to collect statis-
tics on the machines.
The book reveals that 62.1 million per-
sonal injuries were recorded in 1993, 170,137
a day, including 14 million sprains and
strains, 12 million open wounds and 8 mil-
lion fractures.
The most likely victims were men aged
18-to-44. Women in that age group came in
second.
The 180.7 billion pieces of mail handled
annually by the post office include 96 mil-
lion first-class pieces, 71 million third-class
items and 10 million or so newspapers and
magazines.
There were 12.3 million motor vehicles
made in the United States in 1994, including
6.6 million cars and 5.6 million trucks and
buses. The volume also shows 6.5 million
motor vehicle accidents that year, which
killed 40,700 Americans and injured 3.2
million.
In 1994, 784 people were killed in recre-
ational boating accidents, 706 in private
plane crashes, 611 in railroad accidents, 239
on airlines and 76 in rapid-transit wrecks.
The 1996 Statistical Abstract can be or-
dered from the National Technical Informa-
tion Service, (703) 487-4650, at $30 in soft
cover, $35 in hard cover.
• Housing secretary
Cabinet member Cisneros resigns,
cites personal fmance as reason
WASHINGTON (AP) — Housing Sec-
retary Henry Cisneros said Thursday he will
leave the Cabinet, the seventh in a string of
advisers who won't be staying for President
Clinton's second term.
In a letter to Clinton, Cisneros did not
provide a reason for his departure, although
he has said he might need to seek a higher-
paying job outside government.
"I have concluded that I cannot ask to be
considered for service in the next four years,"
Cisneros wrote in the letter, a copy of which
was obtained by The Associated Press.
Half the members of Clinton's 14-per-
son Cabinet have now indicated they will
be leaving.
Earlier Thursday, Cisneros told reporters
he had had conversations with several may-
ors mentioned as possible successors, includ-
ing Norm Rice of Seattle, Dennis Archer of
Detroit and Bill Campbell of Atlanta.
"I don't want to indicate the substance of
conversations or who's in consideration or
who' snot," he said. But he added that he was
"exploring interest levels" in the HUD post.
Some administration officials have been
backing Cisneros to become chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.
There has been speculation for weeks that
Cisneros might leave, in part because of an
ongoing investigation into whether he lied to
the FBI about payments he made to ex-
girlfriend Linda Medlar. Cisneros did not
mention the controversy in his letter.
He did say he would have liked to remain
as secretary of housing and urban develop-
ment to "help build on the progress we have
made" on urban issues.
"I have worked the last four years to
advance your hopes for America's commu-
nities," Cisneros told Clinton. "I have con-
stantly grown in my respect for the clarity of
your vision for the American future, for your
judgments and for your tireless dedication."
Cisneros said in his remarks to report-
ers that he had been weighing personal
financial questions that raised doubts about
remaining in government. "It depends es-
sentially on a personal calculation of what
I can afford," he said.
PSSST! Yeah YOU!
Can't find what you need to know
about Off-Campus life?
It's no big secret!
Just check out the new
Off-Campus Living website:
www.asap.um.maine.edu/offcampus 
Off Campus
Lny
Brought to you by Off-Campus Board, The Center for
Students and Community Life, the letter X 61. the number 3.
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• Zero money down
Consumers angered over 'hidden' costs on car leases
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lease a car for
just a penny down? Nice, but don't count on
it, the government said Thursday in announc-
ing that five major automakers have agreed to
stop burying important leasing costs in the
fine print at the bottom of their advertise-
ments.
From now on, details of those costs —
such as taxes, title and registration fees —
must be displayed as boldly as the print that
blares "Zero Down," said Federal Trade
Commission chairman Robert Pitofsky.
"These disclosures are important and add
hundreds and thousands of dollars to the
cost," he said at a news conference. "The
problem is they are not readable and they are
not understandable."
The agreements with the FTC require
General Motors Corp. and the U.S. subsidiar-
ies of Honda, Isuzu, Mazda and Mitsubishi to
include clear and understandable cost infor-
mation in their nationwide advertising.
One-third of all new cars in this country
are leased. That figure is expected to grow to
half of all cars by the turn of the century, said
Mary Ponder of the Consumer Federation of
America.
Leasing is an appealing alternative among
shoppers who can't afford to buy a new car,
the average price of which has climbed to
$21,600, said the National Automobile Deal-
ers Association. Monthly payments for a new
car can be up to 50 percent higher than the
Save The People You Call UpTo 44%.
For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-min. AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.
monthly cost of a leased vehicle.
"That seems to be the bottom line, 'How
much do I pay each month?' and that isn't the
whole story," Ms. Ponder said.
But car leases also have led to a growing
number of consumer complaints as shoppers
gripe that they often don't know before they
get to the showroom how much it will cost to
drive away a new set of wheels.
"I don't think people are that naive," said
Don Peck, vice president of Bob Peck Chev-
rolet in Arlington, Va. "They know they're
going to have to pay taxes and tags and a
security deposit. Even on ones with zero
down."
Donna Reichle, spokeswoman for the
National Automobile Dealers Association,
believes consumers know to look at the "small
print for those hidden costs."
"Leasing provides a great way to get that
monthly payment down and still get that
vehicle you desire," she said.
In September, the Federal Reserve Board
approved new rules to reduce confusion over
car leasing contracts by requiring dealers to
give consumers a single page explaining the
agreement's key elements. That would in-
clude the base price of the car, the monthly
payment and how it was calculated, and pos-
sible penalties for ending the lease early.
The requirement takes effect in October
1997 with the goal of helping consumers
quickly understand important transaction
terms.
None of the five companies that settled
with the FTC admitted wrongdoing. The
consumer protection agency has brought ac-
tions against individual dealers over similar
allegations, but this was the first FTC case
against car makers.
The agreements do not require refunds for
consumers who believe they were cheated on
a lease deal.
The commission will decide whether to
make the agreements final after a 60-day
period for public comment.
Pitofsky said the advertising was decep-
tive because consumers were led to believe
they could lease a new car for almost nothing
when that wasn't the case. He said the FTC
would also review advertising by other car
companies.
A Honda television ad, for example, shows
an odometer scrolling backward to $0000
and offers a zero-down, short-term lease.
"$0 Down and $289 a month for 30 months,"
said the ad, which was played at the news
conference.
But included in the fine print that scrolls
across at the end is the fact that the consumer
must pay approximately $600, plus taxes,
title and registration fees at signing, disposi-
tion fees and other costs.
"Zero down means zero down," said
Grant Woods, attorney general for Arizona,
one of 23 states that struck similar agree-
ments with GM, Honda, Isuzu and Mitsub-
ishi. "These ads are done. They're over with."
WASTED
YOUTH.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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Sports Brieft
Olajuwon's heart back
to normal
HOUSTON (AP) — Hakeem Olaju-
won was released today from the hospital
where he had been treated for an irregular
heartbeat that could sideline him for up
to a week.
Doctors performed further tests, in-
cluding an exercise test stress, before
releasing the Houston Rockets center
from The Methodist Hospital. The tests
showed no problems, and Olajuwon was
to begin a supervised workout Friday. It
could be a week, though, before he plays
again.
"I'm feeling fine," Olajuwon, 33,
said in a statement. "This happened be-
fore, and it was just the same thing. I will
be back on the court as soon as possible."
His heartbeat had returned to normal
Wednesday after doctors used a defibril-
lator to restore the proper rhythm. He
will not be under medication.
Team physician Bruce Moseley had
said Wednesday that doctors were opti-
mistic about the test results. They do not
believe the irregularity, similar to one
Olajuwon suffered in 1991, stems from
any degenerative condition.
"Barring unusual findings in further
tests, we hope and expect that this will
resolve and that he will go on and do very
well," Moseley said.
Olajuwon developed an irregular
heartbeat after drinking a glass of cold
water at halftime Tuesday night.
The abnormal rhythm, or arrhythmia,
appears similar to the 1991 episode that
led to Olajuwon missing seven games,
Moseley said.
Calipari's contract fixed
NEW YORK (AP) —New Jersey Nets
coach John Calipari has reached an agree-
ment in principle on the contract clause that
has delayed his signing, according to pub-
lished reports.
Caliph, expected to formally sign a
five-year, $15 million contract in the next
three weeks, met Wednesday with team
president Micheal Rowe to resolve ques-
tions about the offset clause that would
dictate how much money he would receive
if fired, the Daily News and New York Post
said today.
The agreement means Calipari will not
become head basketball coach at UCLA as
had been rumored, according to today's
Boston Globe, which also reported the
deal. Calipari has denied speculation that
he might be in line for the job at UCLA,
where Jim Harrick was fired last week.
"We're not saying who got what, but
both sides are satisfied with the language in
the agreement," Rowe told the Daily News.
"We met last Thursday and again today. I
should be reduced to writing in about two
weeks or so."
An unidentified team source told the
Daily News that the offset clause, which
was not in the original agreement, was out
and that Calipari "got what he wanted,
plain and simple."
• Ice hockey
Black Bears not panicking yet
By Larry Rogers
Sports Writer
After stumbling out of the gates to its
worst-ever start in Hockey East play,interim
Maine hockey head coach Greg Cronin
summed this weekend's two-game set with
Massachusetts-Lowell:"It's our biggest se-
ries of the year," he said.
But Cronin insists the Bears aren't pan-
icking. There are still 20 league games left
and plenty of time to make up ground.
And besides, why should they panic?
Maine currently boasts the league' stop pow-
er play (6-for-20, .300) and the second-best
penalty kill (17-for-20, .850), despite being
0-3-1 in league play.
"It just defies any sense of coaching
logic," Cronin said.
Maine's success on the power play will
be put to the test this weekend by UMass-
Lowell's solid penalty killing. The River
Hawks have snubbed 44 of 50 (.880) man-
down situations in eight games overall this
season
The big key for Maine will be freshman
goalie Alfie Michaud's play. Michaud has
struggled in his last four games, stopping
just 83 percent of the shots he's faced.
Despite Michaud's struggles, Cronin
maintains that he and the team still have a ton
of confidence in the freshman.
"He's never had a goalie coach before
this year," Cronin said. "He has a history of
stopping a large percentage of pucks shot at
him. I told him this week. Just stop the
puck.' I've got confidence and the team's
got confidence that he can stop it."
The Black Bears continue to battle inju-
ries as senior captain Reg Cardinal joined
the long list of wounded Bears this week
after coming down with the flu. The hard-
nosed forward could miss both games. How-
ever, forwards Scott Parmentier and Jason
Vitorino will return to the lineup after miss-
ing last weekend's New Hampshire series
with injuries. Senior defenseman Jason
Mansoff is questionable with an infected
elbow.
Freshman forward and defenseman Jason
Price will stay at defenseman this weeking
after impressing Cronin last weekend while
Reg Cardinal won't play for the Black
Bears this weekend. (File Photo.)
filling in for the injured Mansoff. Shawn Man-
See HOCKEY on page 18
• Women's basketball
Black Bears looking for revenge
Senior Stacey Porrini. (Gagne File Photo.)
By Josh Ngson
Sports Writer
The beginning of the University of
Maine women's basketball team's drive
to what it hopes will be a national title
begins this weekend with two important
games on the road against George Wash-
ington Friday and James Madison Sun-
day.
Maine has won 14 season openers in
its 21-year history, including the last three
by an average of 10 points.
The Black Bears' preseason has con-
sisted of two exhibition games, an 81-71
victory over the Czech Republic and a
close 75-74 overtime win against the
Southern District Spartans of Australia.
Cindy Blodgett averaged 27 points a con-
test while Stacey Porrini averaged 14
points and almost 16 rebounds a game.
GWU routed the Bears 83-67 in the
first round of the NCAA tournament last
season, their first-ever meeting. Tajama
Abraham led the Colonials with 22
points. Blodgett had 25 points for Maine.
Abraham, a senior, is back for GWU
after leading her team with 19.5 ppg, 7.4
rpg and 92 blocked shots. GWU is corn-
ing off a 70-44 loss to Old Dominion in
the first round of the preseason Wom-
en's NIT.
The last time Maine met JMU was in
1992, a 71-54 win for the Bears. Senior
Holly Rilinger leads the Dukes into their
season opener, coming off a year where
she averaged 15.8 ppg, and was a All-
Colonial Athletic Association second
teamer for the second season in a row.
Senior forward Sarah Schrelb (14.3 ppg,9
rpg) will also give the young Bear for-
wards a challenge.
Head coach Joanne Palombo-McCal-
lie realizes that to make a splash on the
national scene, which she said they have
been trying to do, the team needs to
"beat some teams at their home court,
pull off some upsets that way, and cer-
tainly with the schedule, we have a
chance to do that I think there's an in-
credible hunger for us to do as well as
we can, and get some national recogni-
tion. We'll see whether we can achieve
that or not."
In other news: While a lot of attention
has been placed on Blodgett's run at the
See GW on page 18
Student -Athlete of the Week
Patrick Benoit of the University of
Maine men's swim team has been named
the UMaine Student-Athlete of the Week.
A junior at Maine, Benoit has made the
dean's list every semester he's attended
the university.
He's also won a bronze medal at the
Student-Athlete Recogonition Awards and
been named to the America East Honor
Roll two years in a row.
rn
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• Men's hoops
The Giannini Era begins Saturday
John Giannini (shown here coaching
Rown College) makes his Maine de-
but Saturday. (File Photo.)
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
Letdown can be a problem when a
team knows it's facing a lesser opponent.
Motivation can be a proble if a team
thinks it should win hands down.
John Giannini hopes that in his debut
the University of Maine men's basket-
ball team will show the maturity not to let
down its guard when it opens the season
against Division III University of South-
em Maine.
"I'm hoping that we've overcome that
by developing a work ethic," Giannini
said. "There is the notion that a coach is
a motivator, and that is in part true. But I
think it is far more important to have a
work ethic. When you have a work ethic
you work hard for every practice and
every game. When you're talking about
motivation it is applying that you need to
motivated for certain games."
Although the Black Bears are a reali-
tively young team (only two seniors and
one junior) Giannini feels his team is
smart enough not to take the Huskies
lightly.
"The older guys are mature and the
younger guys know they have to contin-
ually work hard and improve to be key
factors. So I'm not that worried about
that," Giannini said. "I very much hope
that we will work hard every game, wheth-
er it be against Southern Maine or Ken-
tucky."
On the other hand, Southern Maine
will be ready to knock off its Division I
rivals. The Huskies went 10-15 last sea-
son and are entering a new era, just like
the Black Bears. Dan Costigan takes
over for Al Sokaitis as USM's head
coach.
"We should be emotionally ready to
play," Costigan said. "We're the under-
dog, but might be the underdog a lot this
season, so we better get used to it. I hope
we can go out and play the way we've
ffi BLACK BEAR
ATHLETICS
Did you miss ticket distribution??
You have another chance!!
TONIGHT 7:00
Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell
Tomorrow
Saturday, November 23
Men's Basketball vs. Southern Maine 12:00 noon
Hockey vs. UMASS-Lowell 7:00pm.
STUDENTS-FREE ADMISSION
with your Student ID and Sports pass!
For more information visit the Alfond
Arena Ticket Office or call 581-BEAR.
practiced."
USM has practiced to be a run-and-
gun team. The Huskies lack height and
need to play pesky defense to try to
outrun their opponents. The Huskies'
tallest players are both 6-foot-3 sopho-
mores Byran Hill and Chirs Sparks.
"We'll be fun to watch and easy to
cheer," Costigan said. "We'll be small,
so we need to get up and down the floor."
What little Giannini knows about the
Huskies is what he will try to exploit.
"The first game of the season is ex-
tremely difficult to prepare for because
you are playing a team with new person-
el that has never played a game before.
So you have nothing to go on," Giannini
said. "We know they are a very small
team and they are trying to play up tem-
po. I think we have to assume that's what
they will do against us."
HOCKEY CAPSULE
What: UMass-Lowell vs. Maine
Where and When: Alfond Arena,
Friday and Saturday, 7 p.m.
Team Records: Maine 4-4-1 (0-3-
1 in HE); UMass-Lowell 5-3 and 3-3
The Series: Maine leads 31-19-1
Key Players: Maine - RW Shawn
Wansborough (4 goals, 7 assists, 11
pts), C Cory Larose (2-7-9), C Steve
Kariya (5-4-9), D Jason Mansoff (4-4-
8), C Dan Shermerhorn (4-4-8), G Alfie
Michaud (4-4-1, 3.44 GAA, .848 save
%); UMass-Lowell F Neil Donovan
(4-9-13), F Greg Koehler (3-6-9), F
Marc Salsman (6-3-9), F Ryan Sand-
holm (2-6-8), D Chris Libett (2-5-7),
G Scott Fankhouser (2-1-0, 4.07_875
Outlook: Maine faces its biggest se-
ries thus far this season after getting off
to its worst start ever in Hockey East (0-
3-1). Coach Tim Whitehead's River
Hawks have been playing more disci-
plined than in past years and are off to a
3-3 start after being picked last in the
preseason coaches' poll. Maine captain
Reg Cardinal will likely miss both games
because of a flu virus. The Bears will
need two solid games out of struggling
freshman goalie Michaud to win.
Hockey from page 17
soff will move from defense to the fourth
line and skate with Vitorino and Matt Oliv-
er.
Maine's top line this week will feature
Steve Kariya centering Shawn Wansbor-
ough and Parmentier. Wansborough was
red-hot last weekend against UNH, regis-
tering three goals and two assists.
Wadleigh's
750 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town 04468 827-5504
Video,
klAaster Ca nd
1116.
Movies Oleea Wte ewe.
pundtonzat
Megabucks
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11:30 p.ra.
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12:00 ;a.m. 1
Sunday 'til 11:00
MEN'S BAKETBALL
CAPSULE
What: Southern Maine vs. Maine
When and Where: Alfond Arena,
Saturday at noon
Key Players: Maine - G John Gor-
don (13.2 ppg, 1.8 apg last year), G
Rarnone Jones (9.5 ppg, 4.0 rpg), F Terry
Hunt (12.3 ppg, 5.4 rpg 1995-'96); F
Allen Ledbetter (8.1 ppg, 7.4 rpg); C
Don Long (1.3 ppg, 1.2 rpg) Southern
Maine - G Frank Billings (11.1 ppg), G
Dave Segal (7.8 ppg), C Tony Fortin
(freshman), F Jeff Bodge(freshman) .
Outlook: The Black Bears have a
chance to start the season with a win
playing the Div. III Huskies. Maine has
to keep its head and not get too confident.
The Huskies need to run on the Black
Bears, as they have a height disadvan-
tage. Maine needs to play its normal
slow-down game and not fall into
USM's trap.
WOMEN'S HOOPS
CAPSULE
What: Maine vs. George Washington
and James Madison
Where and When: Charles E. Smith
Center, Friday at 3:30 p.m. and JMU Con-
vacation Center, Sunday at 2 p.m.
Team Records: Maine 0-0, GWU 0-1,
JMU 0-0.
Key Players: Maine - G Cindy
Blodgett (27.8 ppg, 5.3 rpg last season), C
Stacey Porrini (12.3 ppg, 10.3 rpg), G Sandi
Carver (4.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg); GWU - C Taja-
ma Abraham (19,5 ppg, 7.4 rpg), G Lisa
Cermiguano (13.1 ppg, 34% three-point
shooter); JMU - 0 Holly Rilinger (15.8
ppg), F Sarah Schreib (14.3 ppg, 9 rpg),
Nyesha Basey (5.3 ppg).
Outlook: Maine would love to upend
the Colonials after getting bounced by
them in the NCAA tourney last year.
Atlantic-10 champ GWU has four starters
returning from last year and is a team that
advanced to the round of 32 last year in the
NCAA tourney. But against nationally-
recognized teams, Maine hasn't been so
lucky. It might have an easier time with
JMU, even though it fields an experienced
club. A win over either club would be a
plus for the Black Bears and a positive
way to start the season.
GW from page 17
school and conference all-time scoring
marks, Porrini is nearing a milestone of her
own. She needs nine blocks to break the
school record of 147, set by Rachel Boucha-
rd. Porrini already holds the single-season
record of 79, set a year ago. With another
166 points, Porrini will reach 1,000 career
points and become the eighth player in Maine
history to get 1,000 points and 500 rebounds.
Tropical attitudes n
Join Btffett fait as we
Fhlock' togetirr to meet,
greet & drink! Tfe Bounty,
Hcliday Inn Sat 1\4 23, 7pn
'3 En over" frau 7-8pm
After 8 Bounty's $3 COM aprlies
Jimmy Buffett
ed
Parrot Head Club of Maine
Monthly activities, write:
107 Beechwoods Rd, Oxford, ME 04270
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• Column
It's all in the numbers
By Ryan Robbins
Somebody needs to tell the Baseball Writ-
ers Association of America that winning isn't
everything.
Last week, writers in National League
cities outright robbed Kevin Brown of the
Florida Marlins of the N.L. Cy Young, giving
the award to John Smoltz of the Atlanta Braves.
And writers in American League cities almost
gave that league's Cy Young to Andy Pettite of
the New York Yankees. Thank God Toronto
Blue Jay Pat Hentgen won.
Apparently the writers don't have a clue
about the worthlessness of gauging pitchers by
wins and losses. Instead, the writers prefer to
cater to the casual fan's fascination with wins
and losses. There's another, more meaningful,
statistic the writers might want to look into: the
earned run average.
A pitcher's ERA is by no means a perfect
statistic, no statistic is. But it comes pretty
damn close. Brown dominated the National
League, posting a 1.89 ERA in 233 innings
pitched, the only ERA below 2.00 in either
league for a pitcher with more than 162 IP.
Smoltz's ERA was pretty good at 2.94 in 253
213 IF, but nowhere near challenging Brown's.
But wins talk louder.
Smoltz made it no secret he shouldn't have
won the award: "(Brown) had a great year," he
told The Associated Press last week. "If he
played for the Atlanta Braves, he would have
won the Cy Young."
Notice to the writers: The Cy Young Award
is for each league's most outstanding pitcher.
It is not for the league's best pitcher with the
best run support.
Did anyone tell the writers Smoltz won a
lot more than Brown because the Braves won
96 games while Brown's lowly Marlins won a
meager 80? Brown would have had a handful
more wins than Smoltz if he'd played for the
National League's best team.
Rather than explain to the casual fan why
Brown (17-11) was a better pitcher with a
worse won-lost record than Smoltz's (24-8),
the writers decided to be lazy. After all, they
told everyone in June that Smoltz would win
the Cy Young, so they had to make good on
their promise.
In the American League, Hentgen was
• Golf
lucky to beat Pettite in one of the closest A.L.
Cy Young votes. Hentgen won by only 6
votes, much too close for comfort. Hentgen
had Pettite beaten hands down. Pettite's ERA
was an unimpressive 3.87 (eighth in the league)
in 221 IF, while Hentgen's was the league's
second best at 3.22 in 265 2/3 W. Hentgen
teammate Juan Guzman was the only A.L.
pitcher to post an ERA below 3.00, but he
pitched only 187 2/3 innings.
But the writers don't get it. They didn't
even realize Boston's Roger Clemens was
better than Pettite. Unfortunately for Clemens,
he didn't have much run support from his
teammates and wound up with a 10-13 won-
loss record. But he did have an ERA 0.24 better
than Pettite's — in more innings pitched. How
many votes did Clemens get? None.
The N.L. Cy Young mockery is reminis-
cent of the 1990 A.L. Cy Young voting in
which teammates of Oakland's Bob Welch
wowed the writers by scoring more runs than
Welch allowed 27 times. While Welch was no
slouch with a 2.95 ERA, Clemens was much
better with a 1.93 ERA in only 10 fewer
innings pitched. But, hey, Welch was 27-6 and
Clemens 21-6, right?
The writers argue wins do mean some-
thing, that somehow pitchers like Pettite or
Smoltz put their teammates at ease on the field
and at the plate. If this is so, why were the
Braves more relaxed when Smoltz pitched
than when Greg Maddux pitched? Even with
an off year, Maddux was better than Smoltz
with an ERA 0.22 lower in only eight fewer
innings pitched. But poor Maddux, he won
just 15 games and lost 11.
For the season, Smoltz' Braves averaged
4.78 runs per game compared to Brown's
Marlins, who averaged 4.25 runs per game. Of
course Smoltz won seven more games than
Brown. And in the American League, Pettite' s
Yankees averaged 5.38 runs per game against
the Blue Jays' 4.73 runs per game. And with so
much run support, Pettite should have won
more games than he did, but he didn't because
of his weak ERA.
But everyone loves a winner.
(Ryan Robbins is a copy editor for The
Maine Campus and gave up three unearned
runs in a 1984 Little League game, losing 3-0.)
Els, Westner share lead
\ CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) —
Tom Lehman and Steve Jones trailed Ernie
Els and Wayne Westner of South Africa by
10 strokes after Thursday's first round of the
World Cup of Golf as the United States tried
for a record-tying fifth straight title.
"Freddy and Davis were the Dream Team
but we certainly didn't look like Dream
Team II out there today," Lehman said
referring to Fred Couples and Davis Love
III, who won the last four World Cups for the
U.S. team.
Lehman, the British Open champion,
and Jones, winner of the U.S. Open, both
shot 73s to be at 146. Els and Westner were
at 136 after they both shot 68s.
Playing in wet, rainy conditions, the 30
two-man teams started three hours late and
were allowed to improved their lies in the
fairway.
Els, the former U.S. Open champion,
and Westner capitalized on their knowledge
of the Erinvale Country Club course outside
Cape Town to make 11 birdies between
them in compiling an 8-under-par total.
Surprising Denmark was two strokes
back at 138, paced by the day's lowest
round, a five-under 67 by Thomas Bjorn,
while Rene Budde shot a 71.
Scotland was third at 139 on Paul Law-
re's 69 and Andrew Coltart' s 70.
The World Cup is a stroke-play compe-
tition in which the nation with the lowest
two-man team total after four rounds wins.
There is also an individual medalist winner.
The U.S. won the last four World Cups
with Love the individual winner last year
and Couples the winner in 1994.
The United States won five team titles in
a row starting in 1960 with squads that
included, Sam Snead, Jack Nicklaus, Ar-
nold Palmer and Jimmy Demaret.
Love and Couples decided not to defend
their title this year in part because Couples is
trying to cut down on long plane trips be-
cause of his chronically sore back.
Lehman said he still believed he and
Jones could win despite his double bogey
See GOLFER on page 20
Maine's Mark LaCasse hits a jump serve at the men's club volleyball scrimmage
Saturday. (Amy Sierra Williams Photo.)
• NCAA
Louisville gets two year probation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Louis-
ville basketball program, sidestepping more
severe penalties, was placed on two years
probation by the NCAA for 10 rules viola-
tions.
The school, a traditional basketball pow-
er, was cited by the NCAA for violations
concerning recruiting, extra benefits and
preferential treatment.
The school avoided more severe sanc-
tions, such as postseason eligibility and a
ban from television.
Louisville coach Denny Crum, clench-
ing a rolled-up program in his trademark
sideline habit, was relieved over the lenient
verdict announced Wednesday.
"I'm proud of our program," he said.
"It's impossible to control everything. No-
body wants to be on probation, but I feel
good about this outcome and I feel good
about the process."
The school sent a 31-page report to the
NCAA in February that uncovered nine of
the 10 violations. The internal investigation
might have spared the program from the
more severe penalties.
"This case is an indication that presi-
dents are taking some control," said David
Swank, chairman of the NCAA Infractions
Committee. "You're still going to get viola-
tions, but when the university finds out
about it and takes the steps the University of
Louisville did, it's an indication of a real
commitment to compliance. This was a
model response."
Louisville will implement an education-
al program on NCAA legislation and all
student-athletes will have to fill out car
registration forms at the start of every school
year as part of the probation.
Other requirements under the probation
include sending the basketball staff to an
NCAA compliance seminar and recertify-
ing the school's athletic policies.
See LOUISVILLE on page 19
Have you ever wanted to wear contacts?
Do you haw problems reading the chalkboard?
Dr. John Gaetani, from Gaetani Eye Care Associates at
569 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town, is now offering his
services at Cutler Health Center.
Dr. Gaetani will be offering comprehensive
eye exams as well as eye glass prescriptions
and contact lens fittings.
Students can call Cutler Health Center at 581-4179
to make appointments
for Tuesdays and Thursdays 8a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Exams can be billed to student accounts
$45.00 or $35.00 with Access Val Net
Faculty and staff are encouraged to contact
Dr. Gaetani at his Old Town office, at 827-2616.
•
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and another four bogeys between them
against only four birdies.
"Steve and I struggled today but we're
not giving up," Lehman said. "There are still
three rounds to go and we're in with a chance."
Els and Westner said their biggest prob-
lem was the attention as the crowd favorites.
"We were nervous to begin with but
after that we gave 110 percent in front of the
home fans," said Els, who dropped his only
shot of the day at the par-4 18th when he
pulled his pitching wedge approach into a
bunker.
"That was disappointing because the
18th was a potential birdie hole, but we'll
certainly take that start," Els said.
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
Lousiville from page 19
The announcement ended a 1 1/2-year
ordeal that started with a report by The
Courier-Journal concerning phone calls
made to a Louisville recruit by a volunteer
strength coach.
Louisville president John Shumaker said
he is worried about probation tarnishing the
school's image.
"This is a warning signal to us, but! take
comfort in the fact the NCAA recognized
that we did everything we could to conduct
a hard-nosed investigation and make sure
we took the corrective action to make sure
this doesn't happen again," he said.
The NCAA accepted various penalties
that the university imposed against itself.
The case arose from questions concern-
ing former player Samaki Walker's use of
two cars during the summer and fall of 1995.
It eventually included improper contacts
with recruits made by former volunteer
strength coach Jimmy Thompson and im-
proper phone calls and contacts made by
former assistant coach Larry Gay.
"We've put safeguards in place now that
will allow us to better monitor those kinds of
issues," Crum said. "We should be more on
top of things from now on."
Louisville, not ranked in the preseason
poll, opens Saturday at home with an exhi-
bition game against the Puerto Rican nation-
al team. The regular-season opener is against
Montana State on Nov. 29 in the Big Island
Classic in Hawaii.
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.
help wanted
Senior or Junior Business Majors
who want to own their own business
someday, assisting me this semester
& next semester in business classes
and work on my business idea. I
am establishing a business which
may turn into a profitable summer
or full-time job after graduation.
For a personal interview, call
William Picard 1-7170
Wanted: Grad student/prof SPSS
proficient to run data set. Call Dick at
947-7703
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find
out how hundreds of Student
Representatives are already earning
FREE TRIPS and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break Com-
pany! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAIL-
ABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
Cruise Ships Hiring - Travel the
world while earning an excellent
income in the cruise ship & land
tour industry. Seasonal & Full-
time employment available. No
exp. necessary. For info. call 1-
206-971-3550, ext. c50676
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commis-
sions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710
Wanted crazy people to model xtreme
sports incl biking, climbing, kayaks.
Local artist, pay in prints 942-2349
SUBWAY -ORONO 18 MILL ST.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY ft/pt
night, weekends. Fun working
environment, apply in person.
for sale
The Frat-n-Stein. Your photo on 20 oz.
ceramic stein with frat or sorority
letters on back. Send photo (returned)
letters & 19.95 to G. Merdan & Co.
Box 90 Terryville, CT 06786.
apartments
Partly furnished room in
modern home. Non-smokers,
pets ok. $250/mo + utils. Rent
reduced for chores. 866-5548
Orono: heated 1 BR apt 1 mile
from campus. $400 per month
Call 827-4930
Large 4 bedroom apt centrally
located on N. Main Orono aval 2nd
sem 866-4587
Orono- Housesitter wanted to care for
my home, cat, & plants Dec-May. Rent
negotiable 941-9531
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom
apt close to campus, x-large bedroom, x-
large closet, pet ok. Call 827-6212
Efficiency 1-2-3-4 bedroom apts, available
Jan. 1. Call 866-2516 or 941-9113, no
pets, walking distance to campus.
Private rooms only $270 per
month. On campus, everything
included. No alcohol. 866-0283
Efficiency apt. available immediately,
$275 walking distance, no pets. Call
866-2516 or 941-9113
Orono. Washburn Place Apt. 149 Park
St. Luxury 2 BR Townhome. Close to
campus. 1 Bath, Heat, Water, Sewer
incl. No pets. Sec Dep. Lease req.
$560. Call 945-6955.
Orono- 2 BR, 2 bath, dishwasher, heat
&HW incl., some pets, $495+dep. @
866-4482
5 Bedroom, 2 full bath
Townhouse closer to U.M. Mod-
ern, clean, carpeted, decks front &
rear. Tr -level, river access. Pet ok.
Privacy assured. New cond. Heat,
water, sewer & more incl. $875.-
mo. or $175.- each. Available
immediatly...Call 827-6212
LIVE IN THE WOODS! CLEAN,
SUNNY, 2BR CABIN IN GREENBUSH
20 MIN. TO CAMPUS $350 HEATED
941-9531
Old Town- 2 B.R. apt. w/balcony heat
and hot water incl. Coin-op. washer/
dry. $525/mo 827-8181 or 827-5483
miscellaneous
SPRINGBREAK '97! Cancun, Jamaica,
& Florida. Campus Reps & Group
Organizers EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.... Call us today 1-800-700-0790
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Male & Female strippers beautiful girls/
now featuring the hot new Latin
Connection Exotica 947-4406/990-0425
Will do light house keeping- shopping
or sitting with your elderly loved ones.
Reasonable rates-References 825-
8742. Call weekdays after 5pm
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'll
help. Free Pregnancy Test 942-1611
***Spring Break '97*** Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Key West, Margarita,
Panama City, Daytona! Free "meals +
drinks" package for deposits received by
November 30! Group discounts for 8 or
more! We accept Visa/Mastercard/
Discover. Tropical Travel + Tours Inc. @
1-800-931-8687 
CALL Orono Travel for spcl Thanksgiv-
ing fares and Spring Break packages,
Intl fares Save $$$ Call 866-5900
Come to Circle K's OPEN HOUSE on Mon
Nov 25 6:30pm Bangor Lounge Mem
Union. FREE PIZZA & entertainment!
Destination: Everglades
Spring Break 1997
Just you, Maine Bound, and The
Gators. Travel today, pay tomorrow.
For more info call Maine Bound 581-1794
Holiday Travel? Professional pet
sitting in your home while you are
away bonded reasonable rates 884-
8894 or 1-800-995-7008
Come check us out!! We have
products for both men and women.
The Body Shop Kiosk on the second
floor of the Union. Open Wednesdays
and Thursdays from 9-3.
We buy used computers- Computer
Renaissance 11 Bangor Mall Blvd. 942-
9505
$6 billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info. call: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F50675
Name a star for someone. Great gift.
Star Registration only $33. Call today
1-800-382-9833 ext. 232
Beautiful Christmas wreaths. Fully
decorated. Bring one home to mom
for Thanksgiving. $15, 827-1097 or
1-6996
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promot-
ing AT&T, Discover, gas and
retail cards. Since 1969, we've
helped thousands of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext.
110. Free CD to qualified
callers.
COME SEE THE GUY THAT
MADE DAVID LETTERMAN
FAMOUS! HAL GURNEE IS
COMING TO 100 D. P. CORBETT
ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER
10,1996 AT 7:00PM. THIS IS
FREE TO THE PUBLIC AND IS
SPONSORED BY THE GUEST
LECTURE SERIES. 1ST COME,
1ST SERVE!
personals
Call your date now! Easy
romance! 1-900-988-3008 ext
5500
Congratulations to Bill Brown of
Winthrop for winning K's
season pass to Sugarloaf raffle:
Happy Skiing
Congratulations Buddy Day for
selling the most tickets you won
yourself a day pass to the loaf
AEKAB
Help Fight Hunger- The Food
Science Club is collecting non-
perishables for the holidays.
Boxes everywhere
Do you relate to coffee talk? If
so, come meet Hillel. 1-8843
days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
